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ROom ·
lottery to
stay
By Edmund Mander
Some students will be excluded next year from campus
housing by the re-introduction
of a lottery system by the
Department of Residential Life.
Carol Bischoff, director of
Residential Life, said the lottery
is here to stay.
The goal of the lottery is to
eliminate "lounge build-ups"
and decrease the number of
rooms housing three students,
according to Bischoff.
A similar room lottery was
used two years ago.
Freshmen and sophomores
applying to live on campus will
be guaranteed places, as will
residents of the special interest
housing, Babcock House and
Huddleston Hall.
The lottery will be held in the
first week of March, so students
will know if they will be allowed
campus housing by Spring
Break.
(L to R) Rob Crutchfield, Debbie Bloom and Santa stand-in
At present there are 40 fe- Peter Newbern of Theta Chi Fraternity.(Dan Landrigan photo)
male and 110 male students
Bischoff said she sympathized
living in lounges, according to behavior was made- Sunday
night at the Student Senate with the view, but feared that
Bischoff.
She said the high number of meeting by Lesley-Ann Hume, a policy of rejecting students
students living in lounges is a student senator for Fairchild for bad behavior might conflict
with the jurisdiction of the
result of the largest class of Hall.
" I feel that if you can't live university judicial board.
freshmen UNH has had in its
"On principal I agree ... (but)
cooperatively in a hall, you
history.
"Freshmen know that we're shouldn't be allowed to live it would be difficult to administer," she said.
guararanteeing them two years there," Hume said.
Students removed from camShe said she felt students who
of housing and that's more than
positively contribute to dormi- pus housing by the lottery will
some schools," she said.
A proposal to make readmis- tory life, should be given pref- be given the opportunity to
sion into campus housing con- erence for admission over those
tingent on a record of good that do not.
LUCK, page 19

The Moosetones brought
their flavor of music and
dancing to Durham this
weekend.See related story
page 17.

862-1490 Durham, N.H.

Lack of evident2e
drops charge
By Edmund Mander
The charges brought against
UNH fraternity Lambda Chi
Alpha, accused of selling· liquor
without a permit, were dropped
Monday morning by the Strafford County District Attorney
Lincoln Soldati.
Citations were served against
Lambda Chi Alpha and Tau
Kappa Epsilon in October,
following a fraternity party, but
Soldari, who was tu prosecute
the fraternity on behalf of the
New Hampshire Liquor Commission, decided to drop charges
because he said he,felt there was
insufficient evidence for a successful conviction, accord_ing to

Robert Pierce, Strafford County
New Hampshire Liquor Commission inspector.
Charges are still pending
against Tau Kappa Epsilon, '
after a plainclothes New Hampshire State Liquor Commission
inspector entered a private party
given for fraternity alumni at
homecoming, donated money
and consumed alcohol.
"The state feels they have a
stronger case against us than
Lambda Chi," said Mike Rainboth, president of Tau Kappa
Epsilon.
Lambda Chi President Brian

FRAT,page9

F acuity slams
System survey
of the caucus, said· he was
The Faculty caucus called on unhappy with the timing of the
the UNH Board of Trustees to survey, which will be reported
ignore the fringe benefit's sur- to the USNH Board of Trustees
vey presented to the caucus last at the beginning of March (there.·
night because of questions con- is only one meeting between
cerning the accuracy of the data now and then).
English Professor Carl Dawused in the survey.
chairman of the Economic
son,
After accepting an amendment which added a rejection Welfare Standing committee,
of the survey, which the initial also cited several problems with · ·
proposal had not specifically the report, especially the fact .
mentioned, the caucus passed that it assumed vacation pay was
a motion refecting the survey a benefit enjoyed by faculty.
That, he said, has never been
out of hand.
At the start of the meeting the case and he did not think
James Horrigan, chairperson . SLAM, page 12

By Chris Fauske

1

ROTC scholarsh ips
second in nation
Richard Erickson, professo.r of ·
By Michelle Evans
THe UNH Reserve Officers milftary science, and Governor
Training Corps (ROTC) pro: John Sununu.
gram is the second highest_in --···Twas talking to the Goverthe nation in terms of percen- nor (Sununu) last month, and
tage of full Army scholarships _ the subject of excellence in
given to cadets, according to ·education came up," Erickson
Army Captain Kevin Campbell. said, "How do you measure
The national average of excellence?"
"I told him we had a great
cadets holding scholarships in
ROTC programs at state uni- number of youngsters on schoversities similar in size to UNH larship," Erikson said. "I knew
the national average was 12
is 12 percent.
Approximately 40 percent of percent, and we .run closer to
the cadets in UNH' s program 40 percent."
Erikson said this figure is
have full scholarships.
ROTC scholarships pay for "sort of a gross," and had to be
all tuition expenses, in exchange qualified by comparing school
for which ROTC students serve and student population size.
Since Sununu was interested
in the US Army for a minimum
of four years after completing in where UNH ranked among
other state universities, Ericson (Lt~R) C~d~t James Silvasy, Col. Ric Erickson and Cadet Leslie Lessard review Army ROTC
their education.
Manual. UNH's Army ROTC is second in scholarships in the country for schools this size.(Neal .
The study originated in a
Colonel
between
Pols_huk photo)
conversation
ROTC, page9
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USNH Trustee takes Time for car dealership
By Dan Landrigan
University System of New
Hampshire (USNH) Trustee
Paul Holloway was recently
named New Hampshire's Time
Quality Dealer by the Board of
Directors of the New Hampshire Automobile Association.
Holloway is owner of Dreher
Holloway Buick, Pontiac,
Mercedes-Benz, BMW and
GMC Truck, Holloway Leasing
Corporation, in Exeter and coowner of Coast Cadillac Pontiac,
Portsmouth, New Hampshire.

"Hollowayrs attention to detail and
concern for his customers is readily
seen from the architecturally awardwinning facility to
the state of the _a rt
computer analysis
equipment in the service department."
Holloway has served on the
Board of Trustees since 1972.
He has been a board member
longer than any other trustee
with the exception of Chairman
Richard Morse.
Holloway, a 1961 graduate
of Temple University, is currently chairman of the board's
Finance and Budget Committee.

University System of New Hampshire Trustee Paul Holloway was named Car Dealer of The
Year by Timemagezine.

Holloway began his career
with the trustees on the personnel committee and eventually
moved to become chairman of
this committee until he moved

to his current post as vice
chairman of the Board.
Holloway's service to the
trustees has been described as
invaluable by his colleagues.

Trustee Secretary Art Grant
said "These are two of the most
important committees (personnel, finance and budget)."
Time magazine selected Hol·loway for this honor because of
his professionalism, success, and
the quality of his dealership.
Holloway will now represent
the New Hampshire Automobile Dealers Association nationally.
Holloway's dealership, which
started in 1968, is New Hampshire's sixth largest new car
dealership.
In add1.tion to his service to
the USNH Board of Trustees,
Holloway has also served as a
fundraiser for Exeter's Hampton Road recreational facility.
Holloway also served on the
Exeter School Building Committee.
Holloway, who is married and
has two children, was cited for
his innovative use of computers
in his dealership.
"Holloway's attention to detail and concern for his customers is readily seen from the
architecturally. award-winning
facility to the state of the art
computer analysis equipment
in the service department," said
a Time spokesman.
Holloway's most recent UNH
award is the prestigious UNH
Alumni Service A ward. Holloway managed to win the award
despite the fact that he was
never a student at UNH, a rare
achievement.

NEWS IN BRIEF
-Pulling out of Seabrook?

LaRouche Investigated
NBC television may investigate to determine
if former presidential candidate Lyndon H. LaRouche
is nearly "penniless,"said a network lawyer.
LaRouche, a former New Hampshire resident,
claims he is almost broke and cannot pay NBC the
$3 million it won last month in a civil suit against
him, his lawyer said.
US District Judge James C. Cacher is has denied
lawyer Karl W. Pilger's request for a court order
to halt NBC efforts to collect the money.
In court papers filed last week, Larouche listed
assets totaling $5,000, including $3,700 in cash,
a rifle, two pistols, records and books.

Dining halls closing
The dining hall will close on Friday, December
2i for Christmas break. Meals will be served only
at Huddleston on that day.
Dinner on December 21 will be served from 56 p.m. only.

The Seabrook executive committee and the boards
of the 16 New England utility-owners met yesterday
to discuss the possibility two state's utilities might
pull out of the Seabrook nuclear power plant.
Regulatory agencies in Maine and Vermont said
last week their states should pull out or selLout
of the project.
Maine regulators last Thursday agreed tentatively
to order three Maine power companies to pull out
of Seabrook unless they can find buyers for their
shares by January 10.
The Vermont Public Service Department recommended Friday that its largest utility-owner pull
out of this economic disaster.

SPITE makes arrests
United Way at UNH
The United Way of Strafford County is at 82
percent of its $360,000, earning $295,000.
Marge Halle, executive director of the United
Way organization operating out of UNH, said the
recent contributors have been Davidson Rubber
of Dover, Harris Corp., and Moore Business
Equipment.
. Halle said she was co-nfident the organization
would reach the $360,000 goal, which is the largest
in United Way history.
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New Hampshire State Police charged 46 people
with drunk driving last Friday and Saturday nights.
The arrests were part of Operation SPITE, an
intensified traffic enforcement project.
SPITE is an acronym for State Police Intensified
Traffic Enforcement.
The number of DWI arrests this weekend was
lower than in the last SPITE effort, which took
place November 16 and 17.
"Obviously we didn't get the same number of
DWI offenses during the past two nights as we
have in past operations, but I credit that to the
fact the media gave the public sufficient warning.
Obviously some people didn't care, and those are
the ones we arrested," said State Police Col. Paul
O'Leary.
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Special rates
. Public Service company officials will ask the Public
Utilities Commission later this month for special
•electric rates for low income ratepayers throughout
the state.
·
Public Service has been experimenting with
these rates in six Hillsboroug_h County towns for
the past five months.
·
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Pledges to resist invasion
By Julian Brown
Two UNH organizations are
collecting pledges of resistance
in the event the US shoud
invade either El Salvador or
Nicaragua.
The Coalition for Disarmament and Peace (COP) and the
Committee on Central America,
part of a national campaign with
Mobilization For Survival
(MFS) have begun distrubuting
a pledge of resistance which asks
the signer "to engage in such
actions in order to prevent or
halt the death and the destruction which the US military
action would cause for the
people of Central America,"
au.or di n g tltt M:FS parnphlet.

UNH Professor Tony Nevin, who was instrumental in
establishing a new course to be offered on nuclear war.(Charles
Smith Jr. photo)

"I think an invasion is a
definitely a possibility especially
if the American public allows
it. We're speaking up now in
order to prevent it from happening in the future," said Bob
DeBarge, a member of the
Coalition for Disarmament and

Peace.
MFS reported they have
20,000 pledges nationwide
against an invasion in Central
America.
Signers of the pledge will be
involved in different levels of
resistance, some involving acts
of civil disobediance, all of it
non-violent, according to a
P amphlet on "the pledge of
resistance."
In the case of an invasion, local
organizations would hold prayer
meetings, teach-ins and commit
acts of non-violent res·istance
at the offices of local congressme?- w h_o d o not oppose sue h
an mvasmn.
On a

natio nal le v el, l ocal

committees would send contingents to Washington D.C. where
they would participate in civil
disobediance at the White
House, military installations
and US Federal buildings. They
plan to occupy these places until
the troops used in the invasion

have been withdrawn.
A pacifiS t group, Witness for
Peace, would, in the case of an
invasion, coordinate with
members already in Nicaragua
and decide if more resisters were
necessary to st op the invasion.
Witness for Peace already has
members in Nicaragua on the
militarized Honduran border
to resist and lessen the chances
of an invasion. - - - - - :- "I th inkthe overall plan is·
democratic and will allow more
people t<? participate in it," said
Reverand David Grainger of the
UNH campus ministry, who
said he feels actions such as ·,
teach-ins and vigils will attract
those who c a nnot p::irtirip:HP
in acts of civil disobediance.
"The reality in Nicaragua is
ddifferent from the situation
escribed by th e Reagan admin- ·
istration," said the Reverand
Grainger, adding "the very act
of preparing a contingency plan
is a st ~ag~,Y against its imple..:I
.
_
. mentatton.

-----!!!I

Nuclear War 401
offered for credit
By Julian Brown
Nuclear War 401 is a new
class being offered next semester which will cover the economic, political, psychological and
militay aspects of nuclear weapons and the effects of nuclear
war.

. "I hope that everyb-

ody will come out of
the class with
enough -info-rmation
about the different
aspects and perspectives on the nuclear
dt·1emma ... ,, ·

1

ministry lecturing on the religious issues raised by nuclear
weapons. UNH's Army ROTC
will also provide outside lecturer.
"I hope that everybody will
come out of the class with
enough information about the
different aspects and perspecrives on the nuclear dilemna to
be able to act effectively to be
able to resolve it," said Professor
of Psychology John Nevin, who
will -als<Y conduct lectures in the
class.
Funding for the course has
come from the office of the vicepresident for Acade_mic Affairs.
However, since all the faculty
involved are volunteering their
time, the only costs are for
library acquisitions and films.
Dr. Richard Kaufmann, physics professor, feels that with all ·
the different lecturers the class
would not be "coherent." "It
would be intere~ting," he said,
"b~t I'm not sure you would get
as much information as a regular
class."

The New Hampshire Notables performed a Christmas Concert last Saturday night.(Charles
Smith Jr. photo)

Student tips for exam stress

Health Services and TASk have
By Margaret Consalvi
Chris Rayment, UNH fresh"Finals aren't as bad for me published some guidelines to ma~ said one reading day isn't
enough. "We can't study now this year as they were when I help students study.
The intercollege class will
draw from faculty members
was a freshman," Lisa Knowles, · Health Services· recommends because we're still going to
within each of the five colleges
UNH sophomore, said. "~ s~ill '• organizing time and energy classes. We need more than one
who will lecture on various
feel .a lot of pressure to fm1sh more efficiently. They suggest reading day," she said.
topics concerning nuclear weaup papers ·and stuff, but ~'ve controlling who and what is
According to Connie Kolis,
pons according to their field,
learned how to budget my time around you so you can either get resident assistant in Devine hall,
such as a member of the campus
rid of stressors or get support no one has come to her disbetter."
With finals a week away, for yourself.
traught over finals. "People ~lk
---:=:::::;:-_-- Health Services also suggests about fina~s but no one is having
exercising and eating correctly. a major crisis about it," she said.
To promote relaxation on her
They recommend taking walks
instead of No-Doz or caffeine floor, Kolis is having a Christto promote -alertness. The heart mas party. Also, her floor has
and lungs should be exercised Hump Night every Wednesday.
a minimum of 15-30 minutes This is when "one or two rooms
provide munchies and everyone
at least three times a week.
·
gets together."
According to T ASk staff, it's
by
tension
releases
Kolis
ever
than
now more important
to eat well, sleep, and get enough taking a walk or listening to
music-depending on how
exercise.
much work she has to do.
They also recommend studying in small blocks of time; one
Not all students feel pres-_
to two hours per sitting im- sured by finals. "If you take
proves concentration.
things in stride and keep things
perspective, everything will
in
UNH junior Shawn Sullivan
fights stress with light reading. be fine," UNH sophomore Dick
"I relax by reading ski maga- Estes said.
zines, by reading for pleasure,"
"Don't get caught up over
Sullivan said.
these situations, don't be pres"I listen to Christmas music sured by deadlines, know the
to relax," Karen O'Brien, UNH material and,. . .t here will be no
sophomore said. "My work's stress," he added.
piling up-I'm trying to study
"I won't feel pressure until
more and budget my time better.
I'm trying to get into the Christ- __ Friday," UNH freshman
Jodi Meunier (1) and Debbie Wolfson studying for final exams in Dimond Library.(Neal mas spirit and not worry too Warner Jones said. "I just won't
much about the pressure," she let it bother me. I'll do better
Polshuk photo)
·- - - -. __________ --;_-_ -·- - - - - :. :...:.- --- - -_:-.-added. - - -ifl smy-re-taxed," he-said. - - - _-J
---·----- - - - .... - - -- - - - - - .. - -------------'"'-------·-·-·
'
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35mm
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Prints and
Slides from the same roll
Kodak MP film ••. Eastman Kodak's professional color motion picture (MP) film
adapted fo, still use in your 35mm camera by Seattle FilmWorks. With micro-fine grain
an~ rich color saturation, its quality mee~ the exacting stmdards of Hollywood
filmmakers. And with wide exposure latitude, you don't have to be a pro to get great
everyday shots or capture special effects.
Experience remarkable versatility. Shoot in low light or bright light from ASA 200 up
to ASA 1200. If you're shooting u~ tungsten lighting, we'll color correct for this at no
charge. And enjoy the option of prints or slides, or both, from the same roll.
lr'o oconomiccl,

too. l=or oxamplo,

"'<>'ll proc-,: )•Our film , .,.,nd )•Ou mounted dide.,,

negatives and a new roll of film-all for the incredibly low price of $4 .60 per roll plus
postage and handling. Quick, convenient mail order service ... plus substantial savings.
Try our introductory offer. Of course it costs us more than $2 to send this to you. But
. we're confident that once you've tried the film, you'll become a regular customer. Why
not see what this quality film can do for your photography. Send in today!

"there has long been the dream ofone film that could produce
everything. ... Such a.film is here now in the form of5247 . . ':
-MODERN PHOTOGRAPHY
Kodak 5247 is a registered trademark of the Eastman Kodak Company

~~-----------------------------INTRODUCTORY OFFER
.> 1984 s~.inle F1lmWorks

D Rush me two 20-exposure rolls of
your leading KODAK MP filmKodak 524 7® (200 ASA). Enclosed
is $2.00. I'd like to be able to get
color prints or slides (or both) from
the ~ame roll and experience the
remarkable versatility of this
professional quality film.

NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

STATE _ _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ _ __
Mail to: Seattle FilrnWcrks
500 Third Avenue West, P.O. Box C-34056
Seattle, WA 98124

Limitof2rollspercustomer.

,,,

We also offer slides and a free replacement roll with regular Kodacolor print films.
Yes, slides from Kodacolor!
·
'

2471

---·------~------------------ -------

6th Annual
Lighting
of the

Stoke Hall Wreath
Wednesdsay, December 12, 1984
in the front of Stoke Hall

8:00 p.m.
ALL Are Welcome to join in.
Caroling an~ other fun suprises.
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Prof chairs committee

TUESDAY,~December 11

By Karen LeVasseur
The National Science Foundation (NSF) appointed a UNH
professor as chairman of NSF' s
advisory committee for Ocean
Sciences.

"He's the best pers·o n for the job."
The National Science Foundation is the primary federal
funding agency for the basic
sciences.
Robert W. Corell, Director
of the Marine and Sea Grant
Programs at UNH and a professor of Mechanical Engineering, was appointed chairman
of this major advisory committee.

&~~

NSF's largest division, and
oversees a research budget of
more than $121 million devoted
to ocean sciences research,
oceanographic facilities, ship
operations and ocean drilling:

Corell served on the committee for two years prior to his
appointment as chairman in
November.
Jason Mullins, communication and information coordinator of the UNH Marine Program, said Corell is a prominent
ocean figure.
"He's the best person for the
job," Mullins said.

The advisory committee for
Ocean Sciences gives advice,
recommendations and oversight
to NSF on research support for
ocean science activities.

Corell could not be reached
for comment.

~

!

1

~

The committee also advises
the Division of Ocean Sciences,

HOCKEY: Men vs. Denver._Snively Arena, 7:30 p.m. -
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,~-~------------------~~~~~~~~-Young's Restaurant
48 Main St.
Durham, NH
, 868-2688

Breakfast Special

Bicycles

French Toast
with syrup and butter
$1.60

Helmets
Clothes
Tights $24
Wool $38
Gloves $9

Misc
X'-C pkg. $59
Canopy Gruppo $345

55 cm Racing Frame $ll0

Durham Bike
M-F 12-5:30
Sat 9-12

Heart
Association

~--------------

~~-~-.g;~

Vetta $89
Eclipes Vortex $8q

OGK$19

A meracan
.

WE'RE FiGJ-!TING FOR VOIJR LIFE

~
~

Wind Trainers

Century $159
Nishiki Sport $189
Nishiki Sebring $215

O

.

~

~~~~ ~&~~~~ Durham Red Cross ~~~&1!111"&~11
Bicycle Gear

i

C

•

Please give on December 11 or 12
Thank You from the

Put your money where
your Heart is.

~

oj -~,;~~
~y -0
0.00~

FRIDAY, December 14
READING DAY. No classes.

~~

I

,,

WIND SYMPHONY CONCERT: Johnson Theater Paul
Arts Center, 8 p.m. Admission Free.
''

~I
HOCKEY: Men vs. Denver. Snively Arena, 7:30 p.m.
'-llll,--....==,--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __.

,

II
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~

DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: "A Time To
Remember," Granite State Room. MUB, 10 a.m.-3 p.m.

MUSO FILM: "The Effect of Gamma Rays on the Man-inthe-Moo~ ~arigolds," Strafford Room, MUB, 7 and 9:30
p.m. Adm1ss10n $1.
.

lins said.

MERRY CHRISTMAS

4

WEONESDA Y, December 12

THURSDAY, December 13

the :Jta.ff implementc it," MuL

~
SI

a

SYMPHONIC BAND AND CHAMBER BANDS CONCERT:
Johnson Theater, Paµl Arts Cedter, 8 p.m. _

· BASK~TBALL: Thompson School Men vs. Nashua Vocational
TechmcaI. Field House, 8 p.m. Admission Free.
.

"The committee develops the
policy for the administration
of NSF' s research and sees that

~I

HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES: "The End of Antiquity
and the Rise of Christianity," 104 Pertee Hall, 11 a.m.12:30 p.m. Admission Free.

NEW-OLD-cINEMA: "The Golem," 110 Murkland, 7 p.m.

"&~11~&\Vi?~~'1/R~-~Wft1 l!Afr~,h.tl/A~ablt/A~ l
~
~

j

DURHAM RED CROSS BLOOD DRIVE: "A Time ·To
Remember," Granite State Room, MUB, 10 a.m.-3 p.m.

Luncheon Special
Ham and Cheese Melt with
cup of soup or chowder
$2.40

·

.

·

.---•

Fresh~ holiday flowers
in an elegant serving
piece maae of solid
copper and fine ceramic
express your holiday
greetings.· And eacn one
will be.enjoyed long
after the holidays
are over because
they' re perfect for
entertaining.
Call or visit
our shop to
have a
Copper
· Collection
Bouquet
delivered
an~herein
_
the U.S. and Canad:-'a"""'.==--

Send Telefloras Copper·Collection
Bouquets for Chrishnas.
~ is a registered tndemarl< of Coming Glassworks. Coming, New

York 14831

Dinner Special
Pork Pie with tossed
salad and apple sauce
$2.95

Main St., Durham
Ttleflora is a r,giatered service mark of Teleflora Inc.

3

1eleflom
c, leleflora Inc. 1984
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NOTICES
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Sponsored by
Health Services. Support group for recovering
alcoholics. Wednesdays, Wolff House, noon to 2
p.m. .
AL-ANON: Sponsored by Health Services.
Support group for sons, daughters, spouses, and
family members of alcoholics. Wednesdays, Wolff
House, 6 p.m.

ATHLETICS AND RECREATION
WOMEN'S LACROSSE ORGANIZATION AL
MEETING: For students interested in trying out
for women's lacrosse. Wednesday, December 12,
Conference Room, Field House, 4:30 p.m. If unable
to attend, call Coach Marisa Didio, ·862-1822.
r.T.TTRS AND ORGANIZATIONS
GREAT BAY FOOD COOPERATIVE: Open to
all with fresh grains, teas, cheeses and more. Monday
and Thursday, Room 14A, Hubbard, 4 to 6 p.m.
PEACE RALLY: Sponsored by Coalition for
Disarmament and Peace. Fridays, Flagpo,e, Thompson Hall, noon.
COOPERATIVE OUTDOOR LEADERSHIP
TRAINING: Sponsored by NH Outing Club.
Applications available in Room 129, NHOC Office,
Memorial Union, Deadline is December 11.
CAMPUS GAY ALLIANCE MEETING: Support
group for gay men and women at UNH. Tuesday,
December 11, Philip Hale Room, Paul Arts Center,
5:30 to 6 p.m. If you want a place to talk or just
listen we are here. Offer private peer counseling.
For more confidential information, write Campus
·
Gay Alliance, Room 126, Memorial Union.
UNIVERSITY-FOLK CLUB MEETING: Joint
. meeting with Durham Women's Club and Women's
Guild, who will serve as .hostesses. Christmas carol
singing and a program of show-stopping vignettes
from production by Garrison Players. Tuesday,
December 11, Paine Auditorium, Community
_Church of Durham, 7:30 p.m.
UNH YOUNG REPUBLICANS MEETING: Wednesday, December 12, Carroll Room, Memorial
Union 7 p.m.
CATHOLIC STUDENT ORGANIZATION MOVIE: "The Goodbye Girl," Wednesday, December
12, Catholic Student Center, 7:30 p.m.
SIGMA XI LECTURE - CURRENTS IN THE
STRAIT OF GIBRALTAR. Sigma Xi. The Scientific
Research Society. Lecture by Dr. Neil Pettigrew,
senior research scientist, Department of Earth
Sciences, UNH. Wednesday, December 12, Iddles
Auditorium, Parsons 1101, 8 p.m.
CAREER
RESUME CRITIQUE: Sponsored by Career Planning and Placement. Wednesday, December 12,
Room 203, Huddleston, 1:30 to 4 p.m.
HEALTH
MUB HEALTJ:I RESOURCE BOOTH: Sponsored
by Heafth Servtee_s. Monday and Wednesday, outside
cafeterta, Memonal Union, 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

COLD CLINIC: Sponsored by Health Services.
Monday, 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.; Tuesday through Friday,
11 a.m. to 3 p.m., Basement, Hood House.
EATING DISORDER PEER SUPPORT GROUP:
Sponsored by Health Services. Support group for
all suffering from concerns or stresses related to
their eating patterns. New members welcomed
next semester. Tuesdays, Hood House Library,
6:30 p.m.

SEXUALITY OF PHYSICALLY DISABLED:
Sponsored by Handicapped Services and Occupa. tional Therapy. Presentors are Stanley Ducharme,
Phd. University Hospital, Pat Ryan, Independent
Associates, Inc., Rob Tortorella, Northeast Mass
Independent Living. Tuesday, December 11,
Hillsborough/Sullivan Room, Memorial Union,
6p.m.
CONTRACEPTIVE LECTURE: Sponsored by
Health Services. Thursday, December 13, Hamilton
Smith, 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.
COMPUTER SERVICES

Ski team readies
for success

By Marc Micciche

The recent snows have lifted
many of our spirits, but for
some, it means more than that.
For the men and women of the
UNH Ski Team, it signals a time
to reawaken dormant reflexes.
Best of all, it means an end to
dry-land training, enabling
them to do what they love best.
Ski.

Head coach Paul Berton said
yesterday, "Right now, we're
trying to get as much on-snow
mileage as possible between
exams and papers." This is an
important phase for skiers
aspiring t9 the team as the final
selection process nears completion. Both the men's and wom-

SKI, page 9

THE STRAFFORD HOUSE
and THE STRAFFORD MANOR

.

/

Non-credit courses for a nominal fee are listed
below. Registration is required. Call 862-3527 or
stop by Room 2E, Stoke Cluster. Additional $5
charge for non-USNH personnel. All courses are
held in Stoke Cluster unless otherwise indicated.
LARGE SYSTEMS SEMINAR SERIES: December
topic is Contel Tools. Contel Tools is a· modular
data based management system that ruris under
UNIX on larger computers and under MSDOS on
micros. It includes record management, form
generation, report writing, and menu generation.
This seminar demonstrates, in an overview, what
can be done and how it looks. Details on supporting
hardware/software requirements will also be
covered. Friday, December 14 from 2 to 4 p.m.
GENERAL
BAGEL BREAKFAST: Sponsored by NonTraditionalStudentCenter. Wednesday, Underwood
House, 8:30 to 10:30 a.m. Call 862-3647 for more
information.
ITALIAN TABLE: Sponsored by Italian Department. Tavola ltaliana. Practice conversational skills
and bring your lunch. Wednesdays, Room 102A,
Murkland, noon.
CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST: Tuesday
Night Live. Tuesday, December•l l, Room 204206, Horton, 7 to 8:30 p.m.
COMMEN-TARY, STUDENT JOURNAL OF
COMMUNICATION: Looking-for essays, photos
and graphics pertaining to area of communication.
Please submit to Room M21 l, Paul Arts Center
by December 12. ·
STUDENT AMBASSADOR COUNCIL POSITIONS: Applications available at Alumni Center.
The Council is a link between students and alumni
providing a chance to become involved in a different
aspect of UNH. Deadline is December 12, 5 p.m.
at Alumni Center.
PROTEST ANT STUDENT GATHERING: Homosexuality Program. Thursday, December 13,
7 p.m. Location unavailable.

· ---.
.-----SPECIALSTUDENT RENTALS ·
AT 10% DISCOUNT
UNTIL 12/23/84
with deposit made
and lease signed
ACCOMMODATIONS
Single and Double occupancy rooms
Electric heat with individual thermostats
Wall to wall carpeting
All rooms completely furnished
Refrigerator, stove, and sink in each room
Telephone and television jacks
Parking available
Laundromat
Lounge area
Year-round Patio
The Strafford House and The Strafford Manor are located
in the heart of Durham, N.H. with all the facilities of the
University of New Hampshire within walking distance.

Rental Office at
The
Strafford House

868-2192
14 Strafford Ave.
Durham, N.H.

, Acquantaince Rape Prevention

==============What Women Should Know~=====
includes
Typing
Selection of papers and envelopes
_ plus
25 copies-25 envelopes
25 extra sheets of paper
Changes easily made with our
free 30 day Memory Storage

•Passivity and submissiveness can create a climate for sexual
aggression.
,You have a right to express you feelings and should do so verbally
and not just non-verbally.
.stereotypes for women such as "Anger is unfeminine" or "Be
polite" may put you in jeopardy.

================What Men Sh o uId Know===============
•Whenever you use force to have sex, you are committing a
crime called ·rape even if you know the woman or if you've had
sex with ·her before.
• Rape is a crime of violence. It is motivated by the desire to
control and dominate, not by sex.
e It is never okay to force yourself on a woman, even if you think
she's been teasing or "leading you on."
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Merry mun ch .habit s studi ed
Natural food enthusiasts are
among the biggest consumers
of chocolate chips. "Meat and
potato" eaters tend to be conservative and somewhat overweight. And many adults let
their children determine what
they eat.
Turkey may be the traditional
fare at Christmas and Thanksgiving but Americans are far
from united about the other
foods they eat, said Russell
Haley, a University of New
Hampshire marketing professor.
Haley bases his comments on
• a national, biweekly survey he
designed for National Purchase
Diary, of Port Washington,
N.Y. He said the survey of
13,000 households shows Americans fell into five distinct
groups when it comes to their
eating habits: the meat-andpotato eaters, diet-concerned
seniors, sophisticates, natural-

ists and child-oriented families.
People who follow the "meat
ana potatoes" diet are the
largest group, Haley said, representing about 30 percent of
Americans. They tend to be
lower-middle class, conservative, somewhat overweight and
residents of small towns, according to Haley. He said they eat
what their parents ate because
"that's the -way it comes in
America." And they like the way
it tastes.
"Since the 1920's, beef and
potatoes have been the mainstay
of the American diet," Haley
sa,id. ·:These peo_ple don't care
about calories, health or any of
'that stuff. What they eat for is
taste."
Christmas dinner at the
homes of meat-and-potat o eat- :
ers "will most likely resemble .
Norman Rockwell pictures," ·
Haley added.
The survey, which has been

purchased by Proctor & Gamble,
General Mills, General Foods
and Ralston Purina and Quaker,
also indicates that child-oriented
households are the secondlargest group accounting for
about 25 percent of those surveyed. These typically middleclass families eat "whatever
pleases the children," according
to Haley. Usually this means
foods like sandwiches, hot dogs
and soda pop.
"In child-oriented households, children are the center
of holiday celebration," Haley
said. ,_"So meals will be planned
with children in mind, their
favorite desserts wiU be present
and calorie counting will be out.
It's an opportunity to have the
Lhil<lu:u cujoy lhcm.,dvc.,, to

have something the children
will remember."
The three remair:i,ing

The UNH Women's Chorus performed Sunday night in a Holiday Concert in Johnson
Theatre.(Charle s Smith Jr. photo)

®)lf,:<JI >

i

Give her the best holidaygift in sight.
ThKyear, give her the gift that is as unique and as beautiful as she is and one
that is functional too: Softcolors soft contact lenses by Ciba. In four beautiful
shades of blue, green, aqua, and amber, these lenses enhance her natural eye
color. They provide excellent vision and are comfortable to wear.
So ask your eye care practitioner about a Softcolors gift certificate for
her holiday gift this year. Her appreciation will show in her eyes ... all year long.
Ask your eye care practitioner if Softcolors are right for you.

Drs. Alie & Menard
Optome trists
Jenkins Court, Durham, N.H.
868-1012
Durham Hours:
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri. 9-5

SOFTCOLORS™
byCiba (tefilcon)

476 Central Ave., Dover, N.H.
742-5719
Dover Hours: Mon., Thurs., Fri. 9-5
Tues. 9-6, Wed. and Sat. 9-12

i PREPARE FOR A -GOOD
i PAYING JOB

·

·

1· I

ILE AR N~ Q I
DING IBARTEN
INCOME OR
EARN EXTRA
START A NEW CAREER.

i GET PROFESSIONAL TRAINING AT
i MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL. IT'S

i EASY AND FUN. TEL. (603) 668-2243

§
:
5
5

i

■ CERTIFICATE AWARDED ■ DAY OR EVENING CLASSES ■ EASY
FLEXIBLE
■
CONVENIENT PARKING
■
PAYMENT PLAN
SCHEDULES ■ FREE REFRESHER COURSE ■ JOB SEARCH
GUIDANCE ■ 2 SCHOOLS - EASY · TO GET TO · MANCHESTER NEWMARKET (84 Main Street, Newmarket, NH. Tel. 659-3758)

i CALL

§ OR WRITE

§ TODAY

MASTER
BARTENDER SCHOOL

!_
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Everyone knew
what Jeffrey
should do
with his life.
Everyone was wrong.

MICHAEL KEATON
JOE PISCOPO ~RILU ttENNER .
MAUREEN STAPLETON .PETER BOYLE
GRIFflN DUNNE · GLYNNIS O'CONNOR
DOM DeLUISE RICHARD DIMITRI
DICK BUTKUS DANNY DeVITO

\fi}:;:,ib.J
·=:·:.

:Organized crime h_as never been
. this disorganized!
A legend in his own neighborhood.
ABC Motion Pictures presents a MERCURY ENTERTAINMENT PRODUCTION
of a GARRY MARSHALL Film "THE FLAMINGO KID" Starring MATT DILLON
RICHARD CRENNA HECTOR ELIZONDO ~ESSICA WALTER
Story by NEAL MARSHALL Screenplay by NEAL MARSHALL
and GARRY MARSHALL Produced by MICHAEL PHILLIPS
Directed by GARRY MARSHALL

TWENTIETH CENTURY fox PRESOOS AMICHAEL ff EflTZBERG PROOUCTIOA .
AN AMY HECKEBLING fILM • MICHAEL KEATON •JOHNNY DANGEROUSLY
IJOE PISCOPO asa11I MARILU HENNER • MAUREEN STAPLETON· P°ETER BOYLE ·
GRIFFIN DUNNE ·GLYNNIS O'CONNOR· OOM DELUISE· RICHARD DIMITRI AND DANNY DEVITO
- IIW"WEIRD Ar' YANKOVICI ~ JOHN MORRIS • LnDfv NORMAN 'GIMBEL
~ DAVID M. WALSH - BUD AUSTIN AND HARRY COI.OMBY
~ NORMAN STEINBERG • BERNIE KUKOFF •HARRY COlDMBY ~ JEFF HARRIS
-, MICHAEL HERTZBERG m~,AMY HECKERlJNG .
.
L!_, Sitlje na Scotti llletm Records. llslrilllled bf CBS. P.t1mn ii,_,. c.y1u,;.. lhst!~
I

PG-13

L=rr"-

~

- ~

STARTS FRIDAY, DECEMBER 21. AT SELECTED THEATRES.

.

JR

1!111

1111

P.-~S.....,~toGMSpeclll

• Guidata t. Allllldance al Cllildfin Uncle< 13
tar Young Cllildml <!Z)

S- M..... M,y lie

·

Cl~~.~~~!•:~~

•

stAR1S fRIDAY, DECEMBER 21 jf SELECTED THEATRES.
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------ -----S KI-- ------ -en's teams will consist of 24
skiers: 12 alpine and 12 nordic.
After exams, many team
members will ski at areas near
their homes during Christmas
week. Both alpine men and
women will participate in State
races like the Christmas Classic
at Cranmore and the Joe Dodge
Cup at Wildcat as well as other
USSA and FIS sanctioned
events. Meanwhile, the nordic
skiers will enter their first races
at the US Ski Team trials at Lake
Placid in the end of December.
Following this intermediate
training period comes a week
of intensive training before the
carnival season begins. The
cross-country skiers will hold
their training camp the first
week in January ac che Jack3on
Touring Center where they will
participate in the Jackson International Relays, facing competition from both the US and
Canada as well as skiers from
the Norwegian Junior teams.
During this same week, the 24
alpine men and women will set
up shop in Franconia where they
will have time trials and compete in weekend USSA races.
Says Berton, "This is where
we get the bulk of our on-snow
training in before the carnivals
begin. From this, we choose the

(continued from page 6)
top six skiers for both men and competition, cross coach Cory
Schwartz was optimistic saying,
women.''
Without any break, the teams "UVM will probably be the
will get ready for the Bates closest contender for the
Winter Carnival on January number 1 slot, but they won't
11th and 12th at Pleasant Mtn. have their top_skiers there for
and Snorada Touring Center. the first three carnivals."
Women's coach Lex Scourby
This will be the first year that
Bates will host a carnival. By cites as his only loss,Julie Wolny
the time we are all ready to who graduated last year after
register for the Spring, these finishing 12th in the women's
skiers will also have competed . 7.5 km cross at Nationals. In
in the UNH Winter Carnival all, seven NCAA qualifiers will
at Loon Mtn. and Bretton return for the women, including
transfer Ann Beniot who qualWoods, January 17th and 18th.
All indicators show UNH to ified for Bates finishing 27th
be heading into a strong season behind UNH' s Mary Haines and
after finishing 3rd in the East Carol Warner in the 7.5 km
and 7th overall at the NCAA event. Jocelyn Ritchot will also
National Championships host- compete this year since she was :'
ed by UNH last March.-In men's ineligible after transfering last
year . Scourby is also excited
a.lpine, returning seniors Chris
Johnson and Willie Wescott are about Kelley Milligan's return
expected to come out on top after a two-year absence for the
after finishing 21st and 28th Nordic World Championships.
in Slalom competition at Na- Along with Karyn Reynolds and
tionals. The nordic men, headed Kirsten Severeid, the alpine
by senior co-captains Mike women will return at more than
Hussey and Eric Hastings, will, full strength. "The quality of
quite ·possibly, fill the quota for skiers is better in both cross and
NCAA's this year along with alpine at the same time t:his
seniors Brendon Sullivan and ~ season; instead of just one or
Kevin Sweeney and junior Steve the other," said Scourby.. "We've
Poulin. Also looking good for got more depth and experience
men's cross are Junior Mooney - in both alpine and cross than
Thorne and Freshman Jim De- I've seen in the last ten years."
pres. In the face of some stiff

TC-- ------ ------ ---RO
<continued from p~ge
1)

requested that Campbell do
some research, and "It turns out
that UNH stands very high
when compared to state universities of our size-we're not
comparing ourselves to Princeton."
Campbell got his facts from
a "document" published by the
US Army which lists every
school in the US with a ROTC
program. The schools themselves input data, Campbell said.
The high number of Army
scholarships "doesn't result in
benefits for the ROTC program," Campbell said, "but in
benefits for tpe University."

--FRA T-(continued from page 1)
Perry said he was "quite exuberant," on hearing that the
charges were dropped against
them.
Perry wa5 critical of the way
the state handled the affair, and
said he felt it would have been
better for the Greeks to have
been given more time to develop
their own guidelines governing
social activities.
"We wanted to draw up an ·
alcohol policy before all this,"
Perry said.
Last month the· Greek Senate
approved various proposals,
including the introduction of
non-alcoholic rushes to meet
state and town regulations
governing alcohol consumption.
Rainboth said he felt Tau
Kappa Epsilon did not violate
regulations at the private party
organizeq for visiting alumni,
and alledged the inspector misrepresented himself in order
to gain access to t~e party.
The money donated by vis_itors was not specifically for
alcohol, but was used to cover
othe( party expenses including
a band, Rainboth said.

.

"The tuition money is there
(provided by the Ar'my)," Campbell said. "Now funds are
opened up for other (purposes)."
Cadet Leslie Lessard is a
sophomore majoring in health
administration, and the recipient of a three-year scholarship.
Lessard believes the ROTC
program "offers a person a lotit takes a lot of courage to wear
the uniform on campus. There's
still that stigma, but it's getting
better."
Cadet James Silvasy is a senior
health administration major,
and winner of a two-year scho-

larship. Silvasy said he would
"definitely still be in the program," even without the scholarship. Silvasy said that ROTC
training is "pretty physically
demanding," and include weekend field training, wherein
cadets learn to fire weapons, and
enjoy sports such as crosscountry skiing.
Both Lessard and Silvasy
described a feeling of "accomplishment" in working with
ROTC, and Silvasy specifically
mentioned the "cohesion that
is present in our corps, especially between companies."
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FIELD EXPERIENCES AVAILABLE
For CEPS, LA, LSA, & WSBE. majors
For experience, pay, credit
Semester II and Summer '85
Contact:
UNH Field Experience
V errette House, Campus
862-1184

OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT
WORLD-SIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN AND WOMEN!
JAPAN - EUROPE · AFRICA · AUSTRALIA - THE SOUTH
PACIFIC -SOUTH AMERICA -THE FAR EAST.
EXCELLENT BENEFITS. HIGHER SALARIES AND WAGES!
FREE TRANSPORTATION! .GENEROUS VACATIONS!More than 300,000 Americ.ans Japan, Africa, The South
- not including members of Pacific, The Far East, South
the armed services - are· America ... nearly every part
now living overseas. These of the free worl.d !
( 3 ) . · Com p an i e s and
people are engaged in nearly
Government agencies
·everypossible activity ... construction, engineer- employing personnel in nearly every occupation, from
ing, sales, transportation,
the unskilled laborer to the
secretarial work, accouncollege trained professional
ting, manufacturing, oil
man or woman.
.refining, teaching, nursing,
(4). Firms and organizagovernment, etc.-etc. And
tions engaged in foreign conmany are earning $2,000 to
struction projects, rrianufac$5,000 per month ... or more!
To allow you the op- turing, mining, oil refining,
engineering, sales, services,
portunity to apply for
teaching, etc., etc.
overseas employment, we
(5). How and where to aphave researched and compilply for overseas Govern·ment
ed a new and' exciting direcjobs.
tory on overseas employ(6). Information about
ment. Here is just a sample
summer jobs.
of what our International
(7). You will receive our
Employment · Directory
. Employment Op·p ortunity
covers.
Digest...jam-packed with in( 1). Our International
Employment Directory lists formation about current job
opportunities. Special secdozens of cruise ship comtions features news of
panies, both on the east and
overseas construction prowest coast. You will be told
jects, executive positions
what, type of positions the
and teaching opportunities.
cruise ship companies hire,
90 Da7 Money
s uc h a s d e c k h a nd s ,
Back Gaarantee
restaurant help, cooks,
Our International Employbartenders, just to name a
ment Directory is sent to you
few. You will also receive
with this guarantee .. If for
several Employment Apany reason you do not obtain
plication Forms that you
overseas employment or you
may send directly to the
are not satisfied with the job
companies you would like to
offers ... simply return our
work for.
Directory within 90 days and
(2). Firms and organizawe'll refund your money protions employing all types of
mptly ... no questions asked.
personnel in Australia,
ORDER FORM
Directory
Employment
International
131 Elma Dr. Dept. T21
Centralia, WA 98531
I

if.giving something
real Iv different
makes a difference

Please send me a copy of your InternaUonal Employment
Dlreetol')'. I understand that I may use this information for 90
days and if I am not satisfied with the results, I may return
your Directory for an immediate refund. On that basis I'm
enclosing $20.00 cash .... check .... or money order .... for your
Dlreetol')'.
NAME _ _ _ _ _ _-,-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I

please print

ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~A,~PT #_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _STATE _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ZIP

International Employment Directory 1984

*
,

89 Mcv1<et
Open Dculy

*WPA.[:
93M:vl<et
436-8338

•

17 Ceres
Open late
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·A Holiday Fol' All Ages
ONE STOP SHOPPING _FOR ALL YOUR GIFTS

Pub. at $75.00
ONLY $34.95

Here for the first time in
over 50 years is the full color edition of the classic
Aesop with the original illustrations by Milo Winter.

The UN H Bookstore
Hewitt Hall, Durham, NH 862-2140
Plenty Of
Parking

A Service of

Barnes&Noble

STORE HOURS
8:00-6:00 Mon . - Thurs.
8:00-5 :00 Friday
10:00-3:00 Saturday
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Happy 21st Birthda
Y
Maureen
(alias Chloris)
Love,22
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¥¥.
IND
. MDUAL EMPLOYMENT
offers
a variety
. of services to
hel
p wtth your job hun
or career ch ange. t
We
. provide career
guidance, job /' .
:stings
and
C a resume service

sa\Je 9 ou a bund\e

Ind· . all 742-5616 . .
iv1dual E~ployment
Service
22 Chestnut St
Office2 Dover, ·NH

•

· BESIIMES

.
professionall
• consult . ¥wntten
atton mclud d
•

• r~a~onable rates e
c otce of paper
call: 742-561-6
·_INDIVIDUAL
EMPLOYMENT
SERVICES

§
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Temporary
and
Permanent
Positions
Administrative
Office Suppo;t
Skills Needed
Competitive
Wages
Quick Pay
Checks
No Costs TO y OU

P~HTSMOUTH
603-436-1151

DOWNTOW
OPEN WEEKDAYS TILLN9DURHAM
p.m. SUN

HAMPTON
603-926-6787

\.1A .. N.H .. ME.
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A huge selection of
Remainde r, Reorinted and Overstock
BOOKS , RECORDS and CASSETTES
at wonderful ly LOW PRICES has arrived!
Add on our STANDA RD 20°/o BOOK DISCOJJ NT and

FREE GIFT WRAPPI NG

to make your holiday shopping easy.
GILBERT & SULLIVAN: THE PIRATES OF PENZANCE. Festival chorus and orchestra conducted
by PETER MURRAY. Only $3 .98
BAWDY SONGS & BACK ROOM BALLADS, VOL. 2. Oscar Brand sings 14 rollicking songs, Winnipeg
Whore; Limericks; Black Eyed Susie. Only $3.98
RICHARD PRYOR-LIVE! The world's funniest comic performs Negro; YanKee uo Home; Fantasy
Films; Vegas; Meetin' the Lord and more. X-rated ... adults only! Only $3.98

Gershwin: An American in Paris? Rhapsody in Blue (Rivkin) Dean Dixon conducts the Vienna
·
Symphony Orchestra: Vivian Rivkin . Only $3.98
Beethoven: COMPLETE CHAMBER MUSIC FOR WINDS AND BRASS. All the famous trios, septets,
serenades for clarinet, bassoon, oboes and flute. Also incl. little known niasterpie.ces such as Variations
On Themes of Mozart. All selections played by outstanding artists Jean-Pierre Rampal, Alfred Brendel,
etc. Noted accompany every piece.
$54.00 Value 9 Record Set Complete Only $18.99
BROWN SUGAR. A fitting companion to the superb book of the same title, this magnificent collection
presents the finest black women singers from the past 50 years at their peak, including Bessie Smith,
Josephine Baker, Lena Horne, Alberta Hunter. Billie Holiday, Carmen McRae, Aretha Franklin, Maxine
Sullivan , Mamie Smith, Ella Fitzgerald, Pearl Bailey, Sarah Vaughan and many more. Among the 30
great selections are The Man I Love; Tired; Love For Sale; Harlem On My Mind; God Bless The Child;
Gabbin' Blues; Kitchen Man and many more.
$27.00 Value 3 Record Set Complete Only $17.99
BULFINCH'S MYTHOLOGY. Illus. The classic collection of the beloved myths and legendary lore.
This complete edition incl. The Age of Fable, which features tales of the Greek and Roman gods and
heroes; The Age of Chivalry, featuring stories of King Arthur and his Knights, Legends of Charlemagne,
featuring tales of the French King and his court. Handsomely bound in simulated leather with gold
stamping. 957 pages. Special Value Only $7.98
THE SAINT'S FIVE COMPLETE NOVELS. New introduction by Leslie Charteris. Simon Templar,
a.k.a. The Saint, solves five of his most baffling cases. Incl. The Man Who Was Clever, The Lawless
Lady, The Saint Closes the Case, The Avenging Saint, The Saint vs. Scotland Yard. Special Only
$7.98
A TREASURY OF NEW ENGLAND FOLKLORE. By B.A. Botkin. The Yankees--their stories and
songs, their heroes, sages, saints and scoundrels; the inimitable figures that make up a classic American
tradition! 640 pages. Only $9.98
COMPLETE WORLD BARTENDER GUIDE: The Standard Reference to 2.000 Drinks. By B,._Sennett.
· Illus . throughout. Even if you've never mixed drinks before you'll feel secure with this convenient
guide. Contains the secrets to more than 2,000 drinks, from the exotic to the ordinary--it even shows
you what type of glassware to use. This is, without a doubt, the best bar guide ever! 464 pages . 4
3/8 x 7 Only $4.98
JUST SO STORIES. By Rudyard Kipling . 35 illus. by the author. One of the best-loved collections
of children's stories of all time, answering such important chilhood questions as how the camel got
its hump, how the elephant got its trunk, and how the alphabet was made. Facsimile of the rare first
edition . Special Value Only $3.98
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/RV/NG STONE: Three Complete Novels. Three landmark novels by one of the most acclaimed
novelists on the scene today, incl. Lust for Life, The Agony and the Ecstasy, and The President's
Lady. 792 pages.
Orig. Pub. in 3 Vols. at $25.90 New, 1 Vol. Ed. Only $6.98
U.S. NAVY WAR PHOTOGRAPHS: Pearl Harbor to Tokyo Bay. Ed. By Edward Steichen. Text
by Tom Maloney. The artistic genius of Edward Steichen is -displayed in more than 100 full page portraits,
taken during his tour of duty as head of the Navy Photographic Unit in the Pacific during W.W. II. Photographs
capture U.S. Navy, Marines and Coast Guard in action beginning with the Pearl Harbor atta€k in 1941
and ending with the Japanese surrender in 1945. 8 1 /2 x 11 .
Orig. Pub. at $12.95 Only $6.98
ANTHOLOGY OF AMERICAN POETRY (Library Edition). Ed. by G. Gesner. Cmprehensive anthology
of American poetry, over 600 poems in all, incl. Dickinson, Poe, Longfellow, Frost, Sandburg, Whitman,
many others, incl. poetry form the 17th century to the 20th. Biographies are included. Also a section
of great American songs. 720 pages. Special Only $7 .98

-but a~

few of tlie many selections .
These are
Don't forget!_There is still time to special order many
hard to find books1

THE BOOK 'N CARD LOFT
upstairs at Town & Campus
VISA-A MEX-M C-Free gift wrapping
Open weeknigh ts 'til 7:45 p.m.

HIS FRIENDS
Lt;
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Editorial
So,.this is Christmas
Soon we will all be free of the hassles
of school for Winter Break. Just think, a
month off from all of these trifling
problems, the only interruption being
· Christmas.
This is not a condemnation of Christmas,
or at least the original idea of the holiday,
rather it is ah attempt to bring forward
the idea that Christmas truly emhoclies

Christmas is season for cheer, good will
and the selfless acts of giving. When you
go to the shopping mall to buy your gifts
keep this in mind; watch the folks in the
toy department fight for Cabbage Patch
dolls. This will show you the cheer and good
will that we all feel for one another at this
joyous time of year.
Actually, just wait in the parking lot for
a space and watch the cheerful interactions
of holiday shoppers as they scramble for
the last spot in the lot. You should get an
earful of joyous cheerful greetings and

Snively
To the Editor:
Your roving sports reporter, Mr.
Bob Dawson (or should we call him
"Mr. Snively"?), certainly has some
nerve. For him to embarrass himself
by attempting to embarrass the
Snively fans and then take credit
for stirring up the school spirit is
quite a joke. Why don't you put his
column in the comic section (below
"Nute").
In the most recent of his infamous scribblings he describes himself
as one of the "sli_ghtlv crazv college
· students," 'tis to laugh. Having sat
across the arena from Mr. Dawson,
I watched in amazement at both
of the times he got crazy-both of
these maniac-like outbursts coming
after UNH goals. Not once did
super-fan partake in the "Let's go
· blue" cheers or the U-N-H ch~nts.
He states in his last masterpiece
that he "went to Saturday's game
curious to see if anything would
change." Why couldn't he just have
gone to the game to have fun and
cheer on the Blue and White?
Bob dislikes the "Drink Beer"
cheer yet the response to said cheer
is the closest that Snively gets to
eardrum-cracking nirvana. Regardless of its point, it certainly gets
the crowd rocking. It even draws
smiles from the elderly fans:
Maybe Bob would enjoy some
new cheers. How about "Get-AClue-Bob?"
Chris Gullotti
Wally Jenkins
Scott Sullivan

how they should relate themselves
to God as if there exists only one
way of attaining a full spiritual
relationship with that force;
2.)Remember (or realize for the
first time) that the homophobia
which you harbor in yourselves is
the thing responsible for the persecution and extermination of
millions of gays throughout human
history;
3.) Before damning individuals
and their method of expressing
genuine love for one another,
analyze your homophobia and,
without using the Bible as a crutch,
try to rationally explain why it is
an "abomination" for two people,
regardless of gender, to' love;
4.) Familiarize yourselves with
twentieth century psychology before ignorantly claiming that sexual
preference is an entirely learned
trait;
5.) Remember that even if ho- ·
mosexuality were an exclusively
learned trait, that alone would not
make it evil. If that were the case,
I'm afraid that one could also call
you evil; for choosing to become
Christian has nothing to do with··
genetics, but it is itself an entirely
learned trait.
6.)This Christmas season contemplate how your Jesus taught
people to love and be peaceful, not
how to judge and wage verbal abuse
upon others because they are different.
Jim Kiely

Intern

To the Editor:
Last year at this time, I contemplated the idea of "a change" for
the first semester of my senior year.
UNH was a lot of fun for my first
'..r
three years, but I knew I was getting
restless. Upon looking into a few
-different programs to fulfill my
To the Editor:
ambitions, I decided to go with the
In response to its recerit and
Washington Center Internship
hostile issue of protest against
Program. I figured, "why not give
homosexuality and gays in general,
it a shot; what do I have to lose?"
I should like to make the following
Well here I am now, a fall intern
suggestions to the Durham Church
in Washington, D.C. working,for
of the New T~stamen~.
,. ,; .. l l->.5-NR ,HYrng Jq (,i~qa,t~ ,,tg :&fl¥&., " v. a.,grassrootdobby:ing,org'aniz..ation

Res nonse
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salutations.
You really don't even have to leave your
own home for a dose of that jingle bell
euphoria, just turn on the television.
Chances are you'll see an ad for the latest
box off ice smash in the horror show
department, Silent Night, Deadly Night.
It's the story of a demented Santa who
gruesomely murders every living thing in
sight; good cheery stuff to make the holidays
what they were meant to be, depressing.
Like it or notfolks, this is what Christmas
has become.
At Christmastime, more Americans
commit suicide than at any other time of
year. 'Tis the season to be jolly!'
Sometime between now and the joyous
day take a few minutes to think about the
real meaning of Christmas: selfle.s sness.
Buy gifts because you want to show the
person you are giving them to that there
is something about thel!l that you really

called Citizen's Choice in-the United
St.ates Chamber of Commerce. To
sum up the experience so far...I lov€
it. To say I enjoy this better than
the typical class with textbooks is
an understatement. If anyone wants
to "take off" a semester from school,
still ea-rn 16 full-time credits, live
and work the "city life" and have
some of the best times imaginable,
please consider an internship in
Washington. The Washington Center can place you in areas such as
business, economics, art, communications and political science. The
program lasts I-5 weeks with the
interns working 4½ days per week.
My "position" is basically a legislative side and projects range from
taping hotlines and writing for our
newsletter, to going to the Hill for
conferences and taking briefs. I
along with my two fellow \nterns
have been treated as part of the fulltime staff here and it appears as
though we have all benefitted
mutually from this experience.
Before arriving in the nation's
capital, I couldn't have imagined
such an interesting job, lifestyle
or experience.
In case anyone is wondering, no
one has asked me to write this letter.
I wish I had seen a letter like this
a year ago to make my decision
easier. Out of the 250 interns here
this semester from all around the
country, I have only heard positive
remarks and an expressed sorrow
that it will be ending for us in just
a short few weeks. Socially, between
the never-ending sightseeing excursions and the great afternoon
Happy Hours in the city and
Georgetown, I can honestly say I
dorr'cever recall being bored doing
the same old thing. Also, Washing. ton is one of the most beautiful cities
I have seen with a phenomenal
transportation system known nationwide. Academically, getting onhands experience i11i your field .
before getting out into the "real"
world sure polishes up and suppl~- :
men ts your academic career. You
are fulfilling part of your education
in an entirely different light, different from that of a classroomprofessor-homework situation.
This difference or change in the
learning process has and will always
leave effective and lasting impressions on a memorable part of ~

appreciate. Don't buy gifts if you don't want
to; it's a waste of money and a lie to yourself.
Keep in mind that there is no real obligation
to spend yourself into poverty to keep others
from disliking you.
Also remember the folks who collect for
such organizations as the Salvation Army.
A small gift to them can go along way in
cheering you up at this pressure filled time.
They work for those people who will be
alone and homeless this holiday season.
They are the best representation of Christmas spirit with which all of us are familiar.
If you can spare a five dollar bill, just
drop that baby right into one of those
buckets for the Salvation Army and watch
the reaction of the person swinging that
bell tirelessly.
You'll get a lot more satisfaction from
that than you will from blowing six_ty dollars
on a stupid doll that will be forgotten by
the 26th of December.

college career. .I would recommend
any of you considering an internship
to take this opportunity which will
prove a rewarding stepping stone
into a possible future career in your
field.
The feeling of being out in the
working world, but not out so far
that you really have to start worrying about everything yet, is ideal.
Sure-I look forward to coming back
to New Hampshire to finish up and
enjoy my last semester at UNH.
But, I really would have missed out
on something if I didn't come to
Washington. Of course it's not for
everyone, but it might be for you.
Go to WSBE in McConnell Hall and
speak to Barbara Coakley on the
first floor. She's the liaison and
coordinator of the program. I urge
anyone to look into it and feel
confident that the time and effort
looking into internship opportunities won't be regretted.
Deborah Dahl
Washington Center Intern

The New Hampshirewould like to
thank all those people who wrote letters to the edjtor. If
your letter was not
printed please don't
take it personally.
There was probably
a space constraint.
We encourage you
to write again nextt
semester. Enjoy
your vacation.
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University Forum
Nicaragua
Nicaragua is a sovereign nation. It is entitled
to run its own affairs, direct trade with other
countries of the world, pursue an indigenous form
of democracy and defend its borders from outside
aggression. However, the Reagan administration
is attempting to deny the Nicaraguans this right,
held so dearly by Americans. Since 1981 Reagan
has resisted all peace initiatives (rejected the Mexican
President's offer to mediate in 1981 and is now

By Leigh Binford
arms across Honduras and the Gulf of Fonseca.
Neither of these claims is justified, as noted by
commentators as diverse as Carlos Fuentes, the
Nobel Prize w_inning Mexican novelist and politcal
analyst, to members of the President's own
administration and the Pentagon. Despite years
of intense searches, no grandiose caches of weapons
have been intercepted such as would justify the
thousands of troops massed in Honduras, close

· undermining the efforts of the Contadora group)

to the Nicaraguan border; and the claims that

and has followed an increasingly unyielding course
of military provocation and economic strangulation
of Nicaragua. Under Reagan, Nicaragua's harbors
have been rriined, its airspace violated, its coastal
waters placed under constant surveillance, and an
army of U.S. financed arid directed counterrevolutiona r; es are invading from Hondurasdestroying tu e harvest and killing farmers, technicians and any inhabitant who might be made an
example. The U.S. has imposed an embargo on the
importation of Nicaraguan sugar and has blocked
development aid from international agencies. In
short, the Rbgan administration is seeking to
destroy Nicaraguan efforts to build a democratic
society; it is unwilling to permit an underdeveloped
country within its hemisphere to govern itself,
nor even to acknowledge that it has an inalienable
right to do so, free of domination by any superpower.
But what can be the basis of this flagrant violation
of the Nicaraguan people's right to selfdetermination? The President claims that the
Sandanistas are militant and expansionistic, and
_that they have verifiable intentions to invade and
conquer the nearby countries of Honduras and Costa
Rica; President Reagan also claims that the
Sandanistas have aided and abetted revolution in
El Salvador by shiping large quantities of Soviet

Nicaragua is amassing an offensive military stockpile
and training an offensive force which far exceeds
its defensive heeds has little credence among the
members, of the international community. It is
Honduras, with thousands of U.S. troops and modern
jet planes, which is the threat to Nicaragua, and
not vice-versa.
Why can the administration not let Nicaragua
alone? Do Nicaraguans not have the right to work
out their own problems insofar as they remain within
their own borders? Why does the President not
speak of invading Chile, where Pinochet's ten-year
iron-fisted rule recently sent 10,000 citizens back
to the nightmare soccer stadium in which thousands
died during his 'coronation' (sponsored by the CIA)
in 1973? Or South Africa, where a policy of
'constructive engagement' encourages a racist regime
to keep piling up the Black bodies so as to further
expand their hordes of gold? Or Guatemala, where
at least 10,000 died under the now defunct Rios
Montt regime and tens of thousands more are
refugees in Southern Mexico?
More and more Americans have been asking
themselves these questions and many of them have
decided to do something about it. Private citizens
are bearing witness to their principles; they are
taking a stand and saying, "No, I won't allow it."

Injustice demands action, and people across the
nation have begun to sacrifice their time, their
energies, and for some, their freedom. Thousands
are signing a Pledge of Resistence which will
commence in response to a national call to action
based on the engagement of the U.S. government
in any of the following hostile acts against the people
of Central America:
*An invasion of Nicaragua or El Salvador
*The deployment. of U.S. Luu1uat nuups in the

region
*Bombing of Nicaraguan or El Salvadorean
territory by U.S. pilots
*The mining of Nicaragua's harbors
*Other initiatives which significantly escalate
U.S. perpetrated violence in Central America
Individuals who sign the pledge can opt for varying
levels of involvement-from legal protests to nonviolent civil disobedience at federal facilities, military
installations, Congressional offices, offices of the
Central Intelligence Agency, the St~_te Department
and the White House.
The Pledge is a written testimony of belief and
purpose_taken in order to prevent or halt the death
and destruction which the U.S. military would wreak
upon the people of Central America. The Committee
of Central America at UNH supports this pledge
campaign and will work actively toward its goals
during the Spring semester.
For more information contact Mobilization for
Survival in Boston at (617) 354-0008.

Leigh Binford is on the Committee on Central America
at U.N.H.

A Christmas List

A Parting Shot

By B11/ Smith

By Dan Landrigan

Now that Christmas is just about
upon us the time has come to devise
a Christmas list so that all of our friends
will find exactly what they want when
they look under their trees on December 25. Here's my list:
For President Reagan-a one way
ticket to Alaska for his son Michael.
It may not shut him up but at least no
one will pay attention to him while
he is trying to embarrass his father.
For Jean Kirkpatrick-Anything that
she wants. Maybe if we can keep her
happy she will stay out of politics.
For Donald Regan-A bullet-proof
vest. His new tax code is daring, but
it's not too smart to take on big business
in this era of "government run by big
business".
For Heart Patient William Schroeder-a case of Coors beer. If anyone
deserves it he does for the bravery he
has shown in the last two weeks.
For the Soviet leadership-a lifetime
supply of NyQuil. They sure get bad
colds in Russia.Just ask Yuri Andropov.
For William Ruckleshaus-A revolving door for the entrance to the
Environmental Protection Agency. It's
just a matter of time before Reagan
screws up the environment again and
Ruckleshaus.,has to come back
For Jesse Helms-Someone to wait
on him hand and foot. Slavery is illegal,
but he can pretend.
For George McGovern-telling the
voters to vote their conscience isn't
enough. The voters have to have a
conscience in the first place.
For Bishop Tutu-the only thing that
really matters-justice for all the
people of the world.
For the people of Ethiopia and other
famine tortured countries of the
world-An end to the repressive wars
that are keeping the poor from getting

the food that has been donated from
millions of generous and caring people
throughout the world.
For Walter Mondale-a fishing rod
and a lot of worms. Enough to keep
him busy for a long time.
For Bob Dole-A whole _ lot of
patience so that he can survive the
rantings of the radicals of both sides.
For General Westmoreland-A pair
of dark glasses so that no one will
recognize him. Even if he wins his suit
·against CBS he is still going to come
off looking like a bum.
For Vanessa Williams-nude photographs of Penthouse publisher Bob
Guccione. Turnabout is fair play.
For George Bush-A personality.
For Jack Kemp-A frontal labotomy.
Anything would be an improvement.
For Jerry Falwell-A lifetime subscription to Hustler.
For Geraldine Ferraro-a job.
Of course, not all these people will
get what they want for Christmas. Many
of them, like Walter Mondale, will have
to settle for an alternative choice.
****
Hopefully though, the Christmas
season will be one of tranquility and
peace for all people. And may everyone
remember the meaning of Christmas.
It's got nothing to do with buying a
cabbage patch doll or a new stereo for
a friend. Christmas is about remembering ·the people who have nothing.
It is loving people despite the fact that
they hold different values or look at
the world in a different way.
And my Christmas wish? It is that
people ' will realize that everyone
deserves to be loved for who he or she
is. And that everyone will keep this
in mind throughout the year.
Have a happy holiday sesason and
' a fruitful 1985.

Well, this is it. For months the letters
have been coming in asking the editor
to put an end to the lunatic ramblings
which have filled this quarter-page
space each Tuesday. This column marks
the fulfillment of that request.
Please, hold your applause.
Like many people in the past at The
New Hampshire, I feel compelled to
write some sort of farewell piece that
will, in my own mind, justify the reason
for sinking into debt to support the
University and also explain to others
why I have done what I have done.
Howeveri unlike most people who
have fallen prey to this urge, I will not
reminisce about the fun times and
tender moments that make my time
at UNH one of my favorite merr. ories.
lfhat sort of drivel I will leave to The
Granite.
Nor will I pursue this farewell with
my ( to use the phrase from some of
my fan mail) usual inconsiderate, rude,
callous and tasteless manner.
I will not say that I think if President
John Kennedy were alive today he
would probably stand up and ask
"where's the rest of my head?"
I will not suggest that America was
in better shape when the women's
movement was something a wife did
on her back in bed.
I will not even suggest that those
~rear UNH traditions, the bed dance
IOr dumpster diving are anything but
necessary to preserve community spirit
among the fraternities.

No, I refuse to write another column
that might offend anyone's delicate
pride or sense of propriety.
I will simply-fade away in a simple
· goodbye.

To those of you who are not reading
this and have refusea all along to read
this trash I say, so long. I hope your
BMW explodes and the PLO steals your
father's credit cards and buys MX
missiles with them.

To those of you who read this with
the intention of writing to express your
disgust at my thoughtlessness, I must
apologize that this is the last issue of
The New Hampshire this semester.
You can, of course, write to me later.
But, also consider this alternative:
perhaps you should formulate your
complaints in your mind, bend over,
put your head between your knees and
holler them up your ... At least you
would be talking to someone who gives
a hoot.
'fo the rest of you, if there is anyone
left, I s~y you have a warped sense of
humor and lack any sense of social
responsibility. Never change.
Having said this, I'm off. Probably
either to Nicaragua to kick a little
Commie butt or to Canada to avoid
getting my butt kicked by a little
Commie.
Dan Landrigan's column appears each
Tuesday.
-i
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NEC Beta-style video recorder
with remote control

$

KLH AM/ FM stereo digital clock
radio

Kenwood system with receiver,
turntable, bookshelf speakers

399

$

139

$

399

Discwasher complete record
maintenance set

Kenwood two-way bookshelf
loudspeakers

Aiwa AM/ FM/cassette portable
stereo system

$49

$
89 pr

$

99

Boston Acoustics two-way
bookshelf speakers

$

Kenwood digital compact disc
player - super fidelity

Parasound mini two-way speakers for car or home

Proton 19-inch hi~~-resolu~ion
color telev1s1on monitor

139 pr

$

Denon semi-~utomatic turntable
wttli servo-tracer arm
.

399

$

99

pr

Allsop automatic cassette
deck cleaning system

Give The Gift -Of--

Yamaha AM/ FM/cassette portable stereo w ith Dolby NR

$199

$
349

i .
f :-: .:

I

~

:/::~---~-.

ti:::::

Nakamichi professional quality
cassette deck

$"69
~

520 Amherst St. Rt. 101-A
Nashua, NH 880-7300
The Mall of New Hampshire
Manchester, NH 627-4600
Kenwood four-head VHS-style
video recorder with Dolby
stereo

The Fox Run Mall
Newington, NH 431-9700

$799

$
149

•
USIC

If you've got any music lovers on your holiday shopping
list, you've got two choices. You can go to a department
store and buy something "predictable'.' Or you can
come to Tweeter. Instead of perfume or ties, give
something from New England's best
selection of quality home stereo, car
stereo and video components.
You'll knock their stockings off.

"•"""@'7'* C,iW@t..,".X&?f{fff 4.··.·.·.·•u•··•;•·•

~

795

$14. 95

❖

Car System: Alpine cassette
receiver & Boston Acoustics
dual-cone speakers

$

D
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Ar ts· & Features
Uni vers ity is beco min g a -clas sic
By Julie Hanauer
In 1868, students paid $15 in
tuition per semester to attend
a new school, the New Hampshire College of Agriculture and
the Mechanic Arts.
This colle e became the Uni-

versity of New Hampshire in
the next century.
If that cost was too steep,
students could try for one of 12
scholarships established by
wealthy philanthropist , John
Conant.

Students were selected on the
basis of "good moral character"
and the results of exams in
grammar, geography and arithmetic, according to Images of
a University, a pictorial history
of UNH published last spring.
The book, compiled and written by John Bardwell, director
of Media Services and Ron
Bergeron, Media Services photo
coordinator, is pacl.::cd with

pictures and stories of bygone
days in UNH's history. It documents the story of the school
beginning with its inception in
1868 as an agricultural college
and continuing through the
present day University.
Producing the book involved
four years of locating, identifying, researching and restoring
valuable old photos.
Most of the work was done
on campus by university staff.
Guy Russell of the communications department designed
the layout of text and photos.

about one hundred feet from the
building," Bardwell writes.
"Toilet facilities were located
in an unheated structure with
a dirt floor. Kerosene lamps
provided lighting."
Ezekiel Webster Dimond for
whom the library is named, was
the school's first professor, at
an annual salary of $1,500 per
year.
Gradually, as the school
yuiu: a bit auuut d1tu1," Dtrgtrgained momentum, tension
on said.
with Dartmouth College mountImages of a University is ed. A search for a new location
crammed with facts, both trivial began.
and fascinating: The largest
In 1890 Ben Thompson proclass to graduate from NHCA- vided the answer to the school's
MA while it was located in problems. He bequeated his
Hanover was 50 and the smal- entire Durham estate to the
lest was one, Charles.H. Hood. state to establish an agricultural
In 1880, New Hampshire Col- college.
lege of Agriculture and the
The college moved to DurMechanic Arts had one dormi- ham in 1891 and Thompson
tory which was heated with coal Hall was built the next year.
diat students carried in themAlthough 3~000 copies of
selves.
Images of a University were
"Water had to be brought in published last spring, liergeron
pitchers or pails from a well IMAGES, page 18

Work on the book began
when Bergeron took on the task
of compiling a collection of 700
photos from the University's
museum. The photos were hidden in the Field House, and in
the archives of the Dimond
Library.
"As we collected tpe photos
we had to find out what they
were and we ended up knowing

Moo seton es prov ide gnu beat
ing human chains and having
By Diana Frye
Balancing seems to be an art
fun anyway until the music
hold
Partners
Last Friday night, the gym in form in itself.
finished.
New Hampshire Hall bounced each other's hand and tilt back
The variety of dances kept the
doing
while
other,
to a different beat than that of against each
interesting as beginners
·evening
a rat-a-tat stomp on the floor
a basketball.
developed their amateur skills
feet.
alternating
The Moosetones and eighty with
and others oiled their rusty
One dance in particular repairs of feet explored contraskills.
a
and
toes
mushed
in
dancing for three hours of sulted
All the music and dancing
vigorously pumping heart. It
· down-home fun.
were New England ones.
SpeNight
Friday
the
Caller Bob Childs was without is called
Images of a University is a pictorial history
More of the music and dances
address system, but ne cial, in which Childs, after a few were of French-Canadian origin
public
a
photo)
Polshuk
(Neal
shire.
. of the Universi of New Ham
dances,
warm-up
introductory
was not hampered.
than Scottish, Irish, and English,
Contradancing is performed innovatively combined two dan- though these others contributed
one.
into
ces
in two lines with the partners
to this tradition. Others, howAfter walking through a dry
facing each other. Childs began
ever, were of English, Irish and
made
was
attempt
valiant
a
run
the dancing by having all the
Scqttish origin.
dancers line up in this fashion to put the dances to music. The
The Moosetones claim they
n.
result-confusio
while he explained such consome of their music by
get
It did not matter because
tradancing lingo as swinging
dostarted
everyone
somehow
MOOSETONE., page 18
By Diana Frye
with the lively music of harp- and balancing.
Strawberry Banke's Candle- sichords and recorders.
A potter turned his wheel in
light Stroll this past weekend
allowed local residents a chance another house. Everyone hushed
to see traditions of Christmasses while he molded the lump of
clay into a slender vase-like
past.
All of the pathways were lit pitcher.
His concentration was foby candles in paper bags, placed
on the ground. As one walked cused on the brown mass. He
around the throngs of people, ignored the group of watching
gentle notes of Christmas music people who had finally found
wafted softly through the air a warm spot.
Asked about his deep concencreating a magical, mystical type
' trations, the potter said, "If I
atmosphere.
With cold toes and chattering don't focus totally on my work
teeth, people huddled together it shows it."
He is having some of his
while waiting in line to get
inside the historical houses. In work displayed at the Smithmost of the houses a Christmas sonian Institute through the
dinner had been tantalizingly New England Craftsmen and
faid out for all passerbys to see is backlogged with work by
Strawberry Banke customers.
and smell.
Outdoors in the cold, Father
The houses were filled with
traditional decorations, includ- Christmas made his way among
·
ing fragrant, pine-scented . the children.
He handed out candy between
wreaths.
The various music groups stops at the bonfire to get warm,
made the long, cold wait worth- and explained the difference
·
between himself and Santa
while.
Flutist Chandell Dudley eerily Clause.
One felt as if the pages of
allowed her music to descend
the stairs of -the Walsh House history had been turned back.
With a big white canvas tent
into the rooms below.
In the Chase House a quartet as backdrop, singers sang by
warmed the parlor with a song candlelit lanterns.
The men wore tri-cornered
about figgy pudding.
Not to be outdone, the Gov- hats, knickers, and long winter
ernor Goodwin Mansion, a three coats, and the women wore
story building-lavishly decorated BANKE, page 18
The Moosetones performed traditional New England music in New Hampshire Hall Friday
,
for the holiday season, was filled
night. (Neal Polshuk photo)

Bank e ce e rates
colon ial Chri stma s

~
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Kinks should stay-st ay, Wham! should go-go
angriest songs in years. The end
results are stunning.
The album kicks off with the
hot single "Do It Again."
Davies comments , on the
Kinks current dilemma as elder
statesmen of rock as he cries out:
"Standing in the middle of
nowhere/Wonderin g how to
begin."
It's a powerful track that
features Davies' constant acoustic strumming along with a
dynamic melody.
The Kinks
Without missing a beat, the
Word of Mouth
band crashed into the title track.
Arista
Along with "Sold Me Out,"
The Kinks are on a roll.
these are the album's two fiercOn their latest release, Word
and biting tracks.
est
year
of Mouth, this twenty-one
"Word of Mouth," Davies
In
old English supergroup sounds growls, "The word of mouth
younger and more explosive
says I've gone insane/The wine
than most bands half their age.
and women have affected my
It comes as a bit of a surprise.
mind/Well, who's the big
After last year's superb State
spreading the news
mouth
of Con/us ion LP, the band again?"
·
seemed to have reached their
In the harmonica pumpedswan song.
up "Sold Me Out," Davies
·Lead guitarist Daye Davies growls, "The word of mouth
wasn't hitting it off with his
says I've gone insane/The wine
brother Ray and was ready to
and women have affected my
bolt the group. This happened
· mind/Well, who's the big
many times before.
mouth spreading the news
During the summer, again?''
drummer Mick A vory anIn the harmonica pumpednounced he was tired of the
"Sold me out," Davies
up
constant touring and left the
screams "You sold me out to
band.
getter a better deal for yourself!"
He does play on two tracks
The bouncy "Good Day"
on the new album, however.
the classic line "And
features
;Lead singer Ray Davies rejust said that the
someone
sponded by making up with
end/So tomorgonna
world's
Dave and hiring a new drummer
day."
good
a
be
better
row
(Bob Henrit). _
from the same man
is
This
Then he wrote some of his

who in 1981 optimisticly sung
"I know that better things are
on the way."
However, the surprise of the
album is Dave Davies' two
songs, especially "Living on a
Thin Line."
This brilliant track finds the
lead guitarist singing with a
much calmer voice than in the
past. He reasons "All the wars
that were won and lost don't seem to matter very much
anymore."
His other contribution,
"Guilty" may not possess the
strongest lyrics but it includes
a super catchy riff. The chorus's
verse is unoriginal (You're
guilty until you ·re proven innocent") but musically the song
never lets up.
Near the end of the album,
Ray Davies pays a classy tribute
to his former relationship with
Pretender's singer Chrissie
Hynde.
In the beautiful ballad "Missing Persons" Davies says
"Where ever she is/I hope she's
doing fine/ And I'm thinking
about her all the time."
"Word of Mouth" works
because of Davies' revealing
honesty combined with his
unique ability to deal with social
and personal problems in a fun
and humorous way.
Perhaps their famous "God
Save the Kinks" t-shirts were
right. Perhaps God really has
saved them.

Wham
Make It Big
Columbia
The hit single "Wake Me Up
Before You Go-Go" on Wham's
new album is misleading.
The rest of the LP just isn't
as boppy. Instead, the tunes have
more of a romantic, mellow
basis.
"Make It Big" is Wham's
second album in America. It
starts off with "Wake Me Up
Before You Go-Go," a song that
carries through to the end with
an up-beat pop sound.
The rest of the album doesn't
live up to the promise of the first
track. The songs just aren't as
lively and are often too long.
"Credit Card Baby" whines
on with lyrics like "you can have

my credit card baby but keep
your hand from my heart." The
lyrics seem silly and far too
oriented towards their girlfriends.
A bonus only found on the
American copies of the LP is
"Careless Whisper." While this
song is also love-oriented it is
one you want to listen to.
The lyrics are not whining,
but romantic. It is a solo by
. George Michael that hit number
one in Europe. ·-.,
"Wake Me Up Before You
Go-Go" was also a number one
single in Europe.
Wham's first album Fantastic
is better than their second.
Songs like "Wham Rap (Enjoy
What You Do)" were more
thought-provoking than the
Make It Big album. This song
about unemployment and jobs
raised some teen consciousness
in England.
This hit~ released in 1982,
started a rash of great media
backing and club appearance
invitations for George Michael
and Andrew Riggeley.
Hopefully, in the future
Wham! will concentrate less on
making it big and more on
writing interesting, lively songs.

MAUREEN O'NEIL

BILL MILLI OS

Go west, young man!
By Jim tf eb~_rt
mutually exclusive concepts.
I've concluded that exchange
it's almost time.
After four months of living students really just come here
on the East Coast, I'll soon be for a vacation.
And I've found out that it's
returning home to California,
back to the land of eternal , not advisable to wear Bermuda
sunshine, eternal fun, and eter- shorts in New Hampshire after
the end of October.
nal traffic jams.
But these are pretty trivial
It's been a long semester at
UNH, but it has been a lot of bits of knowledge compared to
fun. Most of all, it's been a something I've learned of even
learning experience of immeas- greater importance; I've acurable value. But the kind of quired a whole new language.
When I first got here, I was
learning I'm speaking of isn't
the stuff I've absorbed from amazed and astounded to hear
sitting in classrooms (the pop- people using such words as
ular education-by-osmosis me- "wicked" and "psyched," e~pressions totally alien to my native
thod).
I'm referring to what I've tongue of Calspeak. I couldn't
learned about life in New Hamp- understand why no one proshire from living here for the nounced their r's or used regular
.
words like "tubular."
past fifteen weeks.
Now, however, I've come to
Some of what I've learned
here has been truly enlighten- understand, and yes, even like,
ing. For example, I've disco- the New Hampshire version of
vered that more beer is con- the English language. After all,
sumed in the town of Durham why use a trite expression like
than in all of the Eastern "radical to the max" when you
can just as easily say "wicked
European countries combined.
I've learned that living in cool"? Why call someone a total
Stoke Hall and studying are airhead when_vou can use a more

concise insult like "burnt"?
And it seems like new express i-o ns pop up every day. Just
today I was informed by a fellow
Californian, an expert in these
matters, of the meaning of the
expression "the balls"; as in,
"That pool party on the roof
of Stoke was the balls."
What a wonderful use of
words. I'll take that over "totally
awesome" anytime.
I can't wait to get back to San
Diego and show off my newlyacquired verbal talent.
"Did you have fun in New
Hampshire?" they'll ask.
"Ayuh," I'll say, "it was the
balls, but I'm wicked psyched
to be out West again."
They'll be astounded. They'll
be amazed. They'll wonder what
the hell I'm trying to say.
At the beginning of. the semester, I thought I would never
give up Calspeak. Now I don't
think I'll ever go back to it. I
feel almost like a real New
Hampshirite now.
So, see ya later, UNH.
It's been, like ... soooo birchen!

------MOOSETONE-----diligently ,scouring antique
stores for old '78' s.
And if that does not lend
enough uniqueness to their
music then the melodians they
play it on does. Melodians,
according to Moosetone
member Creighton Lindsay, are
button accordians or giant harmonicas.
The sound is created by pressing the sound through pin-sized
holes and vibrating the metal
reed on the other side.
A guitar and fiddle gave

<continued from page 17)
additional flavor to the Moosetones' music.
When asking people why they
came to spend an evening contradancing, many reasoned that
it's more like a social sort of
thing. Indeed it does lend more
to an atmosphere of communicating than dance clubs who
crank their tunes. "Where people can come together and '
socialize," sums up Bob Childs.
Some participants commerited that the whole evening had
a different flavor to it. The

people who turned out for the
event added their part, receiving
from Childs the enthusiastic
comment, "this is the best, very
energetic people." Energetic
states exactly the vigorous people who danced for almost three
hours straight keeping the
single water fountain very busy.
A frequenter of contradances
said, "This is the best turn out
we had that hasn't been for
Swallowtail (another contradance group)."

Tom Greene, a cabinetmaker at Ponsmouth's historic Strawberry Banke, practices his trade while visitors watch. (Frank
c_o.ns.en·t-in ·o·p-ho_t_o)- -BANKE----- -__
(continued from page 17t
bonnets, long skirts and shawls. in the crowd. When asked what
It was like an old-fashioned post it conta!ned h~ replied, "hot
apple cider with herbs and
card come to Hfe.
One young man offered his spices and a spot of rumtankard to the coldest-looking guaranteed to warm you up."

-----IMAGES---<continued from page 17)
and Bardwell held a book sign- that students still use in droves.
Images is also a who's who
ing session Saturday afternoon
so autographed copies of the of the University. All the presbook would be available for idents are pictured as are instrumental faculty and trustees.
Christmas giving.
The names of buildings on
The pictures capture a life
style that was very different campus is a complete history
in itself.
from the one we know today.
But only someone who has
There are pictures of students
in what looks like a prehistoric read Images of a University will
physics lab and pictures of then know the full story behind each
·
new sidewalks in front of T-Hall brick.
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--LUCK-<continuea fr~m page 1)
appeal and can have themselves
placed on a waiting list.
When the lottery system was
used two years ago, 225 snidenrs
lost their places in dormitories,
but 111 of them who had signed
on to a waiting list were later
given the opportunity to return,
according to Bischoff.
Student Body President John
Davis described the lottery as
"the best system we can come
up with."
"No system is perfect, ... but
it's important to be able to
guarantee incoming students
(campus) housing," he said.

Congratulations to the
New Brothers of Lambda
Chi Alpha! Shall we continue the tradition of the
best house on campus!

VELCRO WATCHBAND - Basic black or
bright colors. Fits any watch.

$1.49

ZIP-O-GAGE - Snaps on jacket zippers. Tells
temperature and wind chill. It's a key ring too!

''lmagi~ where we'd
all be t9flaY if wood

A Dover tradition ·of

didn't bum.''

"We'd all be a little colder- and a lot poorer.
"With plentiful supply, people have turned
back to wood to produce dependable inexpensive heat from woodstoves and fireplaces.
"This new demand is coming at a time when
we're losing a thousand square miles of forestland each year to urban expansion and other
people pressures. So we've got to take extra
good care of the forests we have.
"Our job is growing. For information on how
you can help, write .. ."

•

Society of
American Foresters
5400 Grosvenor Lane. Bethesda, MD 20814

~::•.1;1~ ~~,:~~
· .. · ·

fessional foresters.

DERNESS
TRAILS

fine dining
"Want to impress .your date?
Take her to Hannon's.
Hannon's for a great time
at -a reasonable price."

J.
I

Hearty Sandwiches & Complete Dinners
Dinner Daily...
The Very Best
Prime Rib Ever
Lounge Open Until Legal Closing

$2.90
KEYCHAIN COMPASS - New from Silva.
Liquid filled. Jowol Boaring.

$4.75
TEKNA MICRO:-LITE - Great for pocket,
purse, car glove compartment. Ounce for
ounce the brightest flashlight in the world.

$7.95
STEREO SOUND PACK - Carries personal
stereo with padded protection around town,
running, or skiing.

$14.95
SKI . OPTICS SUNGLASSES - For the
beach person, ~kier, hiker, biker, or runner
on your gift list. High quality! Low price!

$12-$18
Christmas Hours:
Mon., Tue. 9-6
Wed., Thur., Fri. 9-9
Sat. 9-5
Sun. 11-5

16 Third Street, Dover NH
American Express-Master Card-Visa

( .

~

)

~E CALL AWAV

- ~~

Celebrate the end of the semester

.

~

WUNH & The New Franklin Ballroom
presents

Thursday Dec. ·13

STILL MISSING.

rrsorneone to talk toJJ

at the

Franklin Ballroom
Admission only $2.00
Listen to Independent Rock on Wednesday the 12th at 8pm for a
spotlight on the music of STILL MISSING.
Also WUNH is giving away tickets all week long. Buy yourself a
Christmas present and party with STILL MISSING and WUNH 91.3
FM this Thursday at the Franklin Ballroom.
A portion of the proceedings benefit

Cool Aid

~0000 ®~a, ~

\
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Offering quality used
fall and winter clothing .
for bargain prices at...

WHITEHOUSE
OPTICIAN S
· INC

St. ·G eorge's Church Thrift
. Shop. .
M?lin Street, Durham

Open Thursdays, 10-5

NEED A PLACE TO LIVE

repairs
eyeglasses

-Close to campus
- large furnished house

for you.

- partially furnished
-

nice roommates and neighbors

- (one female needed)
- Only $725 for semester
After Christmas break call 603-898-9671
After Christmas break call 603-868-9671

Call 868-6111
for more info.

742-1744

HOW ---------C
(continued from page 7) .
groups-diet concerned seniors, naturalists· and sophisticates-each represent about
15 percent of the population.
The health-conscious eatersthe n a tu r a 1is ts and d ie t concerned seniors-are the fastest growing groups, Haley said.
Naturalists, he adds, are a
younger version of dietconcerned, who are generally
over 55.
Diet-concerned seniors are
"avoiders" Haley said, and they
especially want to avoid calories.
- Their characteristic foods are
skim milk and fruit. Haley said
these people are the least likely
to let the holidays interfere with
their normal eating patterns.
"If they have any of these
nutritionally bad· things-wine

Credit Card

,

.Sears, Roebuck and,Co.

□ □□□□□

DODOO D

M 'LEWIS

and high calorie dishes-they will
only have a little," Haley said.
Naturalists, who are younger
and somewhat more affluent,
also include fruit in their diet.
But the survey found they also
buy wheat germ, yogurt, foods
without artificial additives or
preservatives and, surprisingly,
chocolate chips.
"Natural food eaters we found
are interested in scratch
cooking-and one of the favorite
things to bake is chocolate·chip
cookies," Haley said.
Naturalists, Haley said, are
· likely to plan an elaborate
holiday meal, one that .cµight
take all day to prepare, with an
emphasis on "unusual and innovative dishes." They also
make great desserts, he said.
Sophisticates are typically
young, urban and affluent. Their
primary characte.ristic is that
they drink alcoholic beverages
with meals. They also like swiss
cheese, pumpernickel bread and
gourmet-style dishes that don't
take too long to prepare.
Haley said these people will
eat in a fancier setting--they
might have a formal dinner-and "the wine will flow freely."
While this group is probably
too sophisticated to get roaring
drunk, they are likely to have
a selection of wines and before
and after dinner drinks. U nusual, but easily prepared, side
dishes also will be typical. For
instance, broccoli hollandaise,
Haley suggests.

0000
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One of the most valuable cards
_· a student can carry
A Sears Credit Card can be extremely helpful to you,
especially if you're a junior, senior or graduate student.
Because, aside from its immediate usefulness, a
Sears Credit Card will help establish the credit background you will need after you graduate.
It's easier to get a Sears Credit Card than ycm might
think. You don't n~d a big bank account or a regular
job or even a diploma. If you are a responsible person
.
with the ability to pay your bills, Sears believes you
deserve credit and will handle·it with care.

It's smart to establish credit now
And it's wise to get a Sears Credit Card now, while
you're still in school. It will be useful tb you right awa)~
letting you get what you need when you need it. In
addition, a Sears Charge Account could he your first
stt:P in building a credit historJ! A credit history that
will help you get the credit you'll want when you
le~ve school.

No annual fee with a Sears Credit Card

electronic games and calculators, to tires and a tune-up
for your car. And all your merchandise purchases are
backed by Sears famous promise, "Satisfaction Guaranteed or Your Money Back."

Buy what you need when you're short on cash
Your Sears Credit Card lets you buy what you need when
you need it, even though you may not have the cash on
hand at that particular moment. You can take advantage
of Sears special sales as well as everyday good values.
And you can stretch your payments over many months
·
if you wish.

Shop from Sears catalogs when -,
you're short on time
When you don't have time to get to a Sears Store, use
your Sears Credit Card to order by phone from our
famous catalogs. Just say "Charge it!" You can even
arrange for delivery right to your door.

Apply for a Sears Credit Card right on campus

Unlike some credit cards, there's no annual fee for a
Sears Credit Card. And there are no hidden credit
charges either-'finance charges are always fully disclosed on your Sears stat€ment.

300 Level of the MUB
Wednesday, Dec. 12
and
Thursday, Dec. 13

Get nationwide credit at Sears
There are over 3400 Retail and Catalog Stores all across
the country, and your Sears Credit Card is,good at_ every'
.
one of them. This means wherever you live, trave~
work-and wherever you may move-you have available
·
credit at a nearby Sears.

10:00-4:00

. ·.· O_ver 100,000 fine products and services
.. •With a Sears Credit Card you can choose from an
·. · eh<)tmous range of products and services, and just say
· "Cp arge it!". Ev~rything from clot~es and cameras, ·
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INSTANT CASH
for Your ·Textbooks!

Barnes & Nobl
Meet Anyones

Here are a few ex~mples of
titles worth at least 50°/o:
(this is only a partial list.)

Atwan: One Hundred Major Modern Writers
Enger: Environmental Science 19a3 we. Brown

1984 Bobbs-Merrill

Gross: Oceanography: View of the Earth 3rd Edition 1982 Harper Row
Halliday & Resnick: Physics, Extended edition 2nd Edition 1981 Wiley
Hamilton: Nutrition: Concepts & Controversies 2nd Edition 1982 west
Hickman: Integrated Principles of Zoology 7th Edition c. v. Mosby
Horngren: Introduction to Financial Accounting
Murray: Write to Learn 1984 Holt Rinehart & Winston

Pinches: Essentials of Financial Management

2nd Edition 1984 Prentice Hall

1984 Harper Row

-Thomas: Calculus & Analytical Geometry Part I 6th Edition 1984 Addi~on-Wesley
Wilson: American Government 2nd Edition 1983 o. c. Heath

You can get CASH ON THE SPOT
when you sell your textbooks to
Barnes & Noble. We'll pay you top
prices - YEAR ROUND!

The best .time to sell is right after
your final exams .. .just bring your
books to the UNH Bookstore or
the Sullivan Room of the MUB.

-·=_\···-:/ ·

./)? . _..,: }{

I

"'

Ill

We look forward to seeing you.
;t ,. - &',f;;'

Hours at the UNH Bookstore
Mon. - Thurs. 8-6
Fri~ 8-5
Sat. 10-3

A Service of

Barnes & Noble

Hours at the MUB
Fri., Dec. 14th:
9-5
Mon., Dec. 17th:
9-6
Tues., l;)ec. 18th:
9-6
Wed., Dec. 19th:
9-6
Thurs., Dec. 20th:
9-6
Fri., Dec. 21st:
9-12
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COMICS

THINK
SNOW!
By JIM DAVIS

GARFIELD
LET ME GIVE. YOU A I-HN1. ..
51T OP 5TRAIC:sHT. DON'T TALK
WITH YOUR MOUTH FOLL.

/

\

Heart
Answers

WAKE UP, SLE.EPYI-IE.AD

~WHATIS
~CHOLESTEROL?
Cholesterol is a fatty substance
found in animal tissue. Primary
oourooo of oholootorol in the Amori

I

·By GARY TRUDEAU

DOONESBURY
!A/Ell, LIKE MY
8/<£AKTHROlJGH f<fJl&
REALLY? IN "POR.Kt'S U~ HEF
WAS 7H& av& /QHO 5lNT
LIKE.
ME UP flJR lHE PAl<T/

HOU/'?

NO KIOOIN6.
UH .. IA/HAT
R.Ol£ WA5
THATAGAIN?

I JUST THINK
!T's 6REAT 7H&
OH, RIGHT, WAY HE SUPPORJS
/JJOMEN IN me
RIGHT.,
ARTS.
""

7H, 'f<O

c,of

tAt
1;1/f\.L, 1/V

SHOIAJ&I<. ·

can diet are fatty meats, egg yolks,
and whole milk dairy products. Cholesterol is essential for certain body
processes, but the amount the body
manufactures is sufficient for these
needs. High levels of cholesterol in
the bloodstream are associated with
a higher risk of heart disease and
stroke. This risk can be reduced by
adopting an eating pattern moderate
in cholesterol-containing foods and
saturated (animal) fats, which can increase the cholesterol level in the
blood. Contact your local American
Heart Association for more
information.

-&♦a American Heart
""Association
WE'RE FIGHTING FOR YOUR LIFE

35 Main St.
Durham

By BERKE B8EATHED

·-BLOOM COUNTY

WW.. ~N W€ PR€6fJM€.

OKAY f<(Jb KAfS,.. /JON't
Cl?OW/7 A{(().N/J / f£T ~
t.l&T5 OVT/ OKAY... S€NIJ IN
1H€ f!KST ~ff/(.
PA/(T/C!PANTl

1HIIT MRS. (./18(/JlNO

HO(HO!

HAS NOT 8€€.N A

HO! HO!

CllN .

W:liA'<f? ~•"
xi:;
\r

J

we

For a look that
works for you

1

Hours:
M-S 9-5:30
T F till 7:00

..,,_"~---'."lft.~1 ...·•1111

Phone:
868-7051

Have you investigated
all possibilities of
financial aid for your
education? If not maybe
we can help. For
more details write:
Services 5D, 5120 Ed
Montpetit, Ste. 9,
Montreal, Quebec Canada
H3W JRZ.

By JIM JOHNSON
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Apartments for Rent
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2 people neede to share a room in a Dover
apt. $450 per person per semester plus
utilities. Plenty of 1Jff-street parking located
near K-van stop. Call Julie or Chris days
at862-2730,eves. 742-8987.

CLASSIFIED
I

NEED MONEY?-Snow shovelers needed.
Everytime it snows, $4/hr. Receive 75'%
of pay within 24 hours. Call the Grounds
Shop for more info-862-1691.
Ski coaches needed part-time for all levels
of racing. Call the Gunstock Ski Club for
details 293- 7884. Should you have any
questions contact Alan Hayward at his
office, 524-9850.

One double bedroom for rent in 1O room
Dover apt. $~50 per semester $90 per
month each plus utilities. off street parking
two car garage, close to K-van route,
spacious comfortable. Call Julie or Chris
days at 862-2730, eves. 742-8987

Domino's Pizza needs you' Drivers needed.
Earn an average of five to seven dollars
an hour when considering your wages,
commission, and tips. Need drivers for 1,
2, or 3 nights a week. Apply in person or
call us at Domino's Pizza, Portsmouth, NH.
(431-7882)

Julie, if you brought your koala in from Zippy
he and you might be warmer next semester

OVERSEAS JOBS: Summer, yr. round.
Europe, S. Amer., Austrailia, Asia, all fields.
$900 .,$2,000 mo. Sightseeing, free info.

Julie- Hello. It's been along time but I
thought one more personal before going
home--far away.
One double bedroom for rent in 10-room
Dover Apt. $450/semester. ($90 per
month) each, plus utilities, off street
parking-two car garage, close to· K-van
route. Spacious comfortable, call Julie or
Chris days at 862-2730 , evenings, 7 42,
8987.
LOOKING FOR A PLACE TO LIVE 2ND
SEMESTER? HAVE WE GOT THE PLACE
FOR YOU! WE'RE LOOKING FOR A FEW
GOOD MEN AND WOMEN WHO ARE
RESPONSIBLE, EASY-GOING UNH STUDENTS TO BE OUR NEW HOUSEMATE$.
WE LIVE IN A BEAUTIFUL NEW 6 BEDROOM, 3 BATH HOUSE OFF OF MILL RD.
(WALK TO CLASSES) ALL STUDENTS
LIVE HERE. FULL KITCHEN, FURNISHED
LIVING ROOM WITH FIREPLACE. AVAILABLE: 2 SINGLES, 2 DOUBLES. NEED
ROOMMATES, NO PETS OR SMOKERS
PLEASE. IF YOU LIKE WHAT YOU SEE,
THEN WE WANT YOU! CALL 868-1482
ANYTIME.
Need 1 roommate (M/F) to share four
· bedroom apartment in Dover. Large private
bedroom. Share large living room, dining
room and kitchen. $150/mo. plus heat and
electricty. Call 742-6334.

write IJC, PO 611,, GZ - NI I, Corona Doi MaF,

CA 92625.
$360 weekly/up mailing circulars! No
bosses/ quotas! Sincerely interested rush
self-addressed envelope: Divison Headquarters, Box 464CFW, Woodstock, IL
60098.
ACTIVITIST -Political Jobs. It's 1984, can
you afford to be a bystander? Call LCV and
put your environmental goals to work. LCV,
the political arm of the environmental
movement is looking for energetic people
to help lay the ground work for the '84
elections and beyond. House 1 :30-10:30
p.m. Monday-Friday, training and benefits,
$160-$300 per week . Call 603-430-8312
11 -3 p.m. for interview. League of Conservation Voters, 48 Congress Street,
Portsmouth.
Ski Coaches needed part-time for all levels
of racing. Call the Gunstock Ski Club for
details 293-7884.
OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer, yr. round,
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia, all fields.
$90(:)-$2,000 mo. Sightseeing free info,
write IJC PO Bx, 52-NH, Corona Del Mar
CA 92625.
'
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Partially furnished, new apartment for 2nd
semester. 2 bedrooms, 2 bath, 1 living room,
kitchen. Madbury Rd. Call 868-5669.

1982 Toyota Tercel, 4 door standard,~
speed. 37,000 miles. Air conditioning, sun
roof, AM/FM stereo radio. Red, new tires.
Excellent condition, no rust. $4,795. Call
603- 772-5350.

2 people needed to share a room in a Dover
Apt. $450 per person semester, plus
utilities. Plenty of off-street parking located
near K-van stop. Call Julie or Chris days
at862-2730,eves, 742-8987.

1917 Toyata Corolla. 137,000 miles'. Just
inspected. Looks good, runs great: I've
taken fantastic care of this car. Very
reliable, many years left in it. $1300 or 8.0.
Call 65.9-5088; Ask for Andy.

Female roommate wanted (non-smoker)
for Davis Court Apt. Call 868-2966 or come
by 66 Madbury Road.

Lange Ski Boots. Men's size 9 1 /2. Good
condition. $50.00 Call 749 -5819.

Small farm in Lee seeks non-smoker female
to work approximately 12 hrs ./week in
exchange for own room in cooperative
household. Must have transportation, no
pets and be very experienced with horses.
No exceptions please! Call 659-5274.
Female smoker wanted to share furnished
apt. in Dover, $200 plus utilities. Call 7420217 after 6 p.m. Available Dec. 1 or 2nd
semester.
Room for rent in female grad student
boarding house, South Side Dover on KariVan route. Kitchen privileges, off street
parking, cable T.V. Non-smoker preferred.
One roommate needed for 2nd semester.
Share funy furnished cozy apt. with 3 other
girls. Very close to campus. Convenient,
independent lifestyle, cc!_ble T.V. Call 8685875 anytime.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO LIVE ON YOUNG
DRIVE FOR ONLY $700iNEXT SEMESTER? ONE FEMALE ROOMMATE IS
NEEDED FOR A FULLY FURNISHED,
MODERNLY EOUIPED HOUSE WITH 5
OTHER GIRLS. CALL 868-6111 BEFORE
BREAK OR 603-898-9671 AFTER BREAK.
ARE YOU TIRED OF ONLY FINDING RUN-.
DOWN DELAP IT ATED PLACES TO LIVE
IN DURHAM? HOW ABOUT LIVING IN A
BRAND NEW HOUSE OFF OF MILL RD.?
· wE HAVE 2 SINGLES AND SPACE IN 2
DOUBLES AVAILABLE. 3 BATHS, FULL
KITCHEN AND FURNISHED LIVING RM.
WITH FIREPLACE, LARGE BACKYARD
WITH GARDEN, RUNNING AND CROSSCOUNTRY SKI TRAILS BEHIND HOUSE.
IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY OR FQR 2ND
SEMESTER. CALL 868-1482 ANYTIME!

J[D]
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Wanted-·

Moving must sell. 5 Speed Schwin bicycle;
180's skis, K-2; Laber 9 1 /2 boots; Lange
7 1 /2 boots; winter clothing. Call Amina
at 868-9832 or 2-2428.
. C_a_ll_8_62---3-04- 4.
Good car battery for sal_e_
Apple II plus, 2 disk drives, Epsom MX80
F /T Printer, 64K RAM clockcard, $1 ,000
wor,th of software. $2,300 or best offer.
Bruce, 323 Babock, 862-3478.
CS-String Banjo $100, Fiddle, $75. Fiddle,
banjo, guitar lessons from professional
player. Ryan Thompson, 659-2658.
Skis and Boots for sale. Atomic Arc Skis
190 cm, 195 cm. Raichle Ski boots 6½, 7½ .
Call Jill 868-2948.
UNH Sport Blanket Sale. Prime time offer
on limited addition. Great Christmast gift.
Blanket is 50" by 62", navy blue and has
wildcat and UNH initials centered in white.
Comes in durable, light weight, carry case,
is insulated and is 80% wool. Immediate
delivery upon order. ror information call
2-1132 ask for Max or call 2-1630 and ask
for Greg. Blankets will be displayed at dining
halls through the week._Don't delay, order
now. Sport blankets are good for the
ballgame, beach, picnic, or wall hanging.
A great gift for everyone in the family.
One desk-like new, 4 drawers, $80. Also
one dresser with 4 drawers, $30; or both
for $100. Call Carolin 868-5955.
NOTTINGHAM, executive ranch, handy
to UNH, only three miles from the Lee
Traffic Circle. Situated in a rural, country
area on 5 plus acres, abutting a fine
babbleing brook. Three bedrooms, kitchen
aid dishwasher, Jenn-air stove, kenmore
refrigerator, electric/wood/ coal heat, six
foot aluminum slider entering onto an
expansive full length pressure treated child
proof deck, automatic garage door opener,
bay windows, extra heavy insulation, neat
as a pin . Potential for expansion.
$74,900.00.
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°CONGRATULATIONS, Daniela Duby,
M.Ed. (from the gang at TASK)!

.

G. Rota - Congratulations! Great games,
you played well. Didn't I say I knew you'd
play well when I wished you good luck
Thursday Night? Good luck Thurs. and Fri.
nights. Maybe I'll see you before then to
wish you good luck in person.

TYPING SERVICES AVAILABLE-Term
papers, reports, resume services, etc.
Reasonable rates. Contact: Corrine Brown,
926-7947 mornings, 926-5784 afternoons
and nights.
DO YOU MEAN TO TELL ME YOU HAVEN'T DONE YOUR RESUME YET? What
are you waiting for? They only cost $7.50
and we give your resume a professional
appearance to impress any prospective
employer, by typing it on our word processor. You can even get several versions
(different objectives, etc.) of the same basic
resume for a fraction of the cost to type
every one singly. Call Business Support
Services, 436-4001 (days) or 749-2338
(evenings).
ATTENTION GRAD STUDENTS: If your
thesis is typed on our word processor, you
can get a revised copy within days! Our
rates are the most competitive in the
Seacoast area. Call Business Support
Services, 436-4001 (days) or 7 49-2338
(evenings) . We pick up and deliver in
Durham, Dover and Portsmouth.
TYPING SERVICES AVAILABLE-Term
papers, reports, resume services, etc.
Reasonable rates. Contact: Corrine Brown,
926-7947, 926-5784 afternoo11s and nights.
ATTENTION INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS: We correct spelling and grammar
at no extra charge. Term papers only
$1 /page. Pick up and delivery in Dover,
Durham, and Portsmouth. Business Support Services, 436-4001 (days) or 7492338 (evenings).
TYPING-ONLY $1 /page!! Call Business
Support Services, 436-4001 (days) or 7492338 (evenings). Pick up and delivery in
Durham, Dover and Portsmouth. Rush jobs
accepted.
Professional word processing and typing
at reasonable prices. Resumes. 8% student
discount. 9 to 5. Secretarial Service, String
Bridge, Exeter. 772-958~
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LOST GLASSES-REWARD! Men's tan
plastic bifocal glasses lost between Field
House and Paul Creative Arts Center on
Mon. afternoon, Dec. 3, 1984. Blurred vision
without item. If found please call 868-5309
or 862-1839.
ELISA AND DEE DEE - Thank you so much
for the party Friday night. I had a great time
and will never forget it. It has been a great
semester, you two are the best roommates
and the best friends I could ask for. We
have_had so much fun this semester... pizza
at midnight, s--ually speaking on Sunday
nights (Allo), happy hours with champagne
before dinner on Tuesday nights, birthday
parties, slumber parties, going away parties,
roommate dinners on Tuesday nights ,
laughs at the libes, and more laughs
everytime we are together. I've had so
much fun with you guys, I'll miss you the
most. Lots of Love, Lauri. (p.s. See you
during Sprinq break Elisa!)
Alright, now let's turn on the lights and see
who knows how to party. Hey you over there
with the sex-wak tee-shirt! What do you
think this is, a "Frankie Goes to Hollywood"
concert?!! Stank up!! PRODUCTION ain't
gonna take it!!!
Weebee #2 and Weebee #3- let's go to D.C.
ROADTRIP! We be almost there! Howard
University-DRUGS! What red light? How
do you do a rolling stop anyway? Hey, a
question: Why do I miss HIM so much? Love
ya, Weebee #1
G.D. - GOOD LUCK ON YOUR FINALS .
STUDY HARD!! MERRY CHRISTMAS. SEE
YOU NEXT SEMESTER! HAV_E FUN ... LOVE

LS.
NEED TO LOSE UNWANTED POUNDS
BEFORE THE HOLIDAYS? WE HAVE AN
HERBAL / ALOE BASED NUTRITIONAL
SYSTEM FROM CALIFORNIA THAT YOU
CAN LOSE 10-29 lbs. A MONTH ON! 100%
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! LOSE
WEIGHT NOW! ASK ME HOW! CALL 8681482 or WRITE PO BOX 270 DURHAM,
NH 03824
FREE' GIGANTIC 1985 STUDENT TRAVEL
KIT! ALL TRIPS/STUDY PROGRAMS TO
EUROPE, MEXICO , ASIAI EARN-A-FREETRI P PROGRAMS! HOURS OF ENJOYMENT! Satisfaction Guranteed! Don't MISS
OUT' Rush $2.00 (post. & hand.): TRAVEL
KIT, BOX 1115, Menlo Park, CA 94025

Sister Kyle - Congrats! You made kiddoWear those DZ letters proud - You
deserve it! Love always Jill
Kris, we would like to welcome you to the
SAA. As an official member of the SAA.
you are guaranteed fun-filled weekends, .
including endless hours trying to come
up with something- interesting to do!! The
official news letter will be coming soon
with a list of available guidos on page 2.
And .... as an extra added bonus you will
oet vour official S.A.A. oin for yom very
own so that everybody knows!!
New DZ's - ALL of you did a fantastic job
- pledging is finally over! I'm so psyced
for the times to come - You guys are so
much tun! Love DZ
Laurel Lane Roomies - Last chance to
tell you all how great you are - What a
great semester - so let's celebrate! Love
Jill
Julie - If you brought your koala in room
Zippy Le and you might be warmer next
semester.

HAVE YOU TRIED TO GAIN OR MAINTAIN
YOUR WEIGHT, OR ADD BULK WJTH NO
SUCCESS? WE HAVE AN HERBAL/ALOE
BASED- NUTRITIONAL SYSTEM FROM
CALIFORNIA 1HAT WILL HELP YOU GAIN
OR KEEP YOU AT THE WEIGHT YOU
NEED AND GET HEAL THY WHILE YOU
DO IT! 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE!
GAIN WEIGHT NOW! ASK ME HOW! CALL
868-1482 OR WRITE PO BOX 270 DURHAM, NH 03824
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Goodnight Roommates!! To my two favorite
Trouble players: (I known you don't really
play that game, Andrew!) Just because
we aren't going to live together doesn't
mean you can get rid of us that easily. I
love you. Godlike ...
HEY KATIE'O. - Twas the night before
finals and all thru the place/ not a person
was stirring, we all had frowns on our face./
The radio was then turned up loudly-but
with care, in hope that the banshee would
be on the air./ And what before our
listeaning ears whould appear,/ but Katie's
great voice, full of confindence, witho.ut
fear./ That cute little D.J. so lively and quick,
we knew in a monment, we'd have so much
fun we'd feel sick./ (I forget the rest of this
stupid song, I think I'll stop here.)/ Katie
have a WONDERFUL CHRISTMAS AND
A HAPPY NEW YEAR! Law
Lyena, Thanks for all the support when
I needed you. You're terrific! Get psyched
for next semester. Area Ill here I come.
Look out!!
DEAR 24 Y.D. TONY, DAVE, JIM, PETER,
JAY, BILL AND MIKE. I WISH YOU THE
MERRIEST OF CHRISTMAS CHEER. I'll
MISS YOU ALL NEXT SEMESTER FROM
YOUR MOVING, SWEARING, BEATING
ME UP, AND EVEN YOUR RACIAL SLURS.
PLEASE COME BY AND VISIT ME. l'M
SURE I'll NEED TO FEEL LIKE A DEGRADED, SHORT MINORITY AT LEAST
BEFORE FEBRUARY.
EVERYBODY WISH MAUREEN 8 . HAPPY
21ST BIRTHDAY, SATURDAY. IF SHE'S
NOT AT HOME, YOU CAN FIND HER IN
THE COMPUTER ROOM. (BY THE WAY
MOEY, WE THINK IT'S TIME YOU PUT
YOUR HAIR IN A PONYTAIL.)

Sure your Mother mak~s great pancakes!!
I'm lonely already thinking about not being
with you. Get psyched tor vacation. You
must be addictive because I get more
HAWAII-FT. LAUDERDALE-CALIFORNIA-VAIL-ASPEN-BAHAMAB YOU _ hooked every day!!
CAN HAVE MONEY TO TRAVEL ANYDEAR 22 Y.D. SARAH, KATHY, MOE, BEV,
WHERE YOU LIKE OR BUY ANYTHING
FOGES. HAVE A GREAT CHRISTMAS
YOU WAN'r - NOW! ARE YOU EARNING
BREAK . I'll REALLY MISS YOU ALL.
WHAT YOU'RE WORTH OR WOULD LIKE
THANKS FOR BEING WONDERFUL
TO SUPPLEMENT YOUR INCOME?
ROOMMATES AND TRUE FRIENDS, LORI.
WOULD YOU LIKE TO REPRESENT PROJIM M. Oh Jim, thank you so much tor your
DUCTS THAT WORK AND YOU CAN BE
presence in the MUB. You changed my
PROUD OF? JOIN THOUSANDS OF SUCmonotenous, boring afternoon at work into
CESSFUL PEOPLE THAT MAKE ANYone filled with excitement, intellectual
WHERE FROM AN AVERAGE OF $1000conversation, and overall joy! Dear Jim,
$25,000 PER MONTH! NO TRAVELING
you have made my life complete. Thank
- NO DOOR TO DOOR - WORD OF
you oh dear God above. Thank you.
MOUTH IS THE KEY! PRODUCTS HAVE
BUYBACK-BUYBACK-BUYBACK AT
A 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
DURHAM BOOK EXCHANGE.
MAKE MONEY NOW! ASK ME HOW! CALL

868-1482
Donna and Lauren - Just wanted to send
you guys one last personal. Good luck on
your finals. We'll have to celebrate on the
21st. Can't wait for Boston over break!!!
- L.
D.S. I hope the rose made you smile. Come
by to talk it you'd like. I would love to have
you steal my matress. D.R.
Carrie K. Have a great X-mas Break and
by the time you get back you better be ready
for Portsmouth, Boston,' ...the entire Eastern
Coast L & K
-ODE TO AN EX-FRIENDMARK B. of SIGMA NU, IS 21, but acts age
two.I Out of boredom, he does dare,/ tell
lies about friends; he doesn 'ts care./ The
insecurity of this man from Sigma Nu makes
him tell lies like little boys do./ "Senior
Syndrome", he arrogantly called it./ Little
did he know I couldn't give a s .. ./ To you
MR. B., Please get a clue/ Had it been the
truth, it wouldn't have been with you!/
*ATTENTION--ATTENTION*
The sixth annual Lighting
of the Stoke Hall Wreath
is this Wednesday (Dec 12)
at 8 p.m. All are welcome to join in the fun.
ADS I - no repeats of Friday, O.K.? Still
in the dark? Think hard! ADS 1
DO YOU FEEL TIRED, SLUGGISH, NEVER
ENOUGH ENERGY TO STUDY? WANT TO
BOOST YOUR ENERGY LEVEL WITHOUT
STIMULANTS OR DRUGS: WE HAVE AN
HERBAL/ ALOE BASED NUTRITIONAL
SYSTEM FROM CALIFORNIA THAT IS
SWEEPING THE COUNTRY THAT WILL
' HELP YOU S_H AKE THAT RUN-DOWN
FEELING! ALL NATURAL PRDUCTS WILL
GIVE YOU AN ENERGY BOOST WHILE
YOU GET HEALTHY AT THE SAME TIME!
100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE! FEEL
GREAT NOW! ASK ME HOW! CALL 8681482 or write P.O. Box 270 Durham, NH
03824
Oh Ji111. If only I'd known earlier! Why didn 't
you say something?!II E.

Dorothea, Thanks for a really great time
last week. It's hard to believe that you are
a cop! Looking forward to another aerobics
session with you soon. Love, Ron.
Roses are red
Their stems are green
Bambi was killed
With "S" Nineteen
Have a great Christmas Break 20 YOUNG
DRIVE . Also, you are cordially invited to
a Gourmet Dinner at our house, it will
probably be this week, or at least before
the end of the semester. One note: We can
not serve any solid food until we get all
our sharp knives back. We don't care
though. We still think you're great guys-even it you're utensil kleptomanics.
I AM REALLY GETTING SICK OF TYPING
THESE!! (JUST KIDDING)
Sell your textbooks for top dollar at Durham ·
Book Exchange.
Wak Jabbit, Desde el dia que yo te conoci,
has sido muy especial a mi. de alguien,
quien nunca te olvidara. Y que en ti siempre
pensara. Besos y Albrazos y 2 shots of
Redeye in a Nasty Glass, LAA.
Holly Congratulations! We're real proud
of ya! Good luck in the real world and avoid
those rabid dogs! Don't forget us here ... Elisa
and Lynn
MARK: This weekend was great. I never
knew how much fun could. be had on
Concord Trailways (especially at toll
boothes and Sears). Just 2 weeks left-Let's
go wild butlet's not blow it. "DITTO"LH
ROOMMATE NEEDED IMMEDIATATELY.
Four bedroom apartment on Central Ave.
Dover. On Kari Van route for $105 monthly.
Your own bedroom, call 742-0648 for more
information .
WANTED : A car or truck to ·use for a
weeknight-top dollar given $50 plus and
free fill up. Call Ray at 2-1656, room 239.
Cash for books at Durham Book Exchange.
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FINANCIAL AID APPLICAnONS
NOWAVAIWLE
for 1985-86
at the
Financial Aid Office, 207 Thompson Hall
(M-F 8:00-4:30)
.
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FRESHMAN
ORIENTATION
STAFF

Be a part of ORIENTATION f85
It's a job; it's an adventure!

We at Orientation, a~e t~oking tor creative, dynamic, and diverse individ~als
with good commumcat1on skills to be members of ORIENTATION 85.
Help new students adjust to the UNH experience. Learn teamwork,
interpersonal and leadership skills. Utilize and improve your creative
and communicati_on abilities. This summer, enjoy a fun and rewarding

Applicants need:
1) a 1985-86 UNH Application Fo.r m (blue) ·
and
2) a 1985-86 Financial Aid Form ·(FAF)
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Undergraduates: February 15, 1985
Graduates: May 1, 1985
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Stallone in a second "Blood" called
"Rambo;" Hector Elizondo (as
Jeffrey's concerned father) was last
seen in the hilarious "Young
Doctors in Love," and Jessica
Walter (as the status-conscious
Mrs. Brody) is best remembered for
asking Clint Eastwood to "Play
Misty For Me."

A NEW MATf DILLON
... ON THE MOVE
OK, smart guy! What would you
do if you were Jeffrey Willis? It's
your last summer before choosing
between college and jobless
oblivion. Now comes a summer
dream job at the ritzy El Flamingo
Beach Club, a luxurious haunt of
the New York rich absolutely
dripping easy money and overrun
with beautiful gfrls. You rub more
than shoulders with a gorgeous
blonde coed visiting from
California, you are taken under the
wing of the Club's resident "getrich-quick" artist and, suddenly,
college is coming in a very distant
second.

Matt and Janet - a breath offresh air.

So, in September, what will it be? newcomer Janet Jones. The tall,
For Matt Dillon as Jeffrey Willis in sunny blonde shines in her first
Twentieth Century Fox's "The _ major film role after -brief
Flamingo Kid," the decision .won't appearances in "One From the
be easy. Everyone has an idea about Heart" and "Grease II." A veteran For <lirector Garry Marshall, "The
at age 22 of five seasons on TV's namingo Kid" is a comedy right up
what he should do with his life "Dance Fever" team, Janet Jones his ~Jley. Known for his knack with
and they're ALL wrong.
follow her rok in "The youthful casts of hit TV shows such
will
Flair for comedy
Kid" by starring in the as "Happy Days" and "La'\·eme &
Flamingo
As the bright but less than "Easy
film version of "A Shirley," Marshall guides "The
awaited
eagerly
Street" smart Jeffrey, Matt Dillon
Line."
Chorus
namingo Kid" on the heels of his
takes on a role tailored to show the
talented young actor in a new light. Also starring is a seasoned trio of first hilarious feature, "Young
Sure, he's still a legend in his own top performers. Richard Crenna Doctors in Love."
neighborhood, but fo "The (as slick sports car dealer Phil For a dash of summer in the dead of
Flamingo Kid," Dillon is a Brody) recently made ·his mark in winter, here comes "'The flamingo
rumblefish out of water with a flair "Body Heat" and "First Blood," Kid." Your last days before college
Matt Dillon is"The Flaminbo ,<id." for comedy and a crush on shapely and will soon reteam with Sylvester were never this hot and bothered.
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Women's b-ball
team drops a pair
By Jennifer Briggs
half, but lost their drive, allowThis week-end at Providence ing Delaware to tear away with
College's sixth annual Invita- a 33-21 half time lead.
Although neither team shot
tional tournament, the UNH
women's basketball team fell well in the second half, Delato nationally ranked Penn State ware extended their lead to 53in the tournament opener on 30 with 10 minutes remaining
Saturday. In the consolation in the contest. But UNH refused
game on Sunday, the 'Cats to give up and staged a comeback
battled with Delaware but came • with five minutes remaining,
outscoring Delaware 18-12 in
up short by 12 points.
Turnovers plagued UNH in that time span. Missy Belanger
the first game as Penn State's scored 5 of her game high 11
full court pressure put a lid on points in that time span to spark
the 'Cats offensive attack. The the comeback. Belanger, replactalented squad from Penn ~une ing the injured Denise Darling,
outplayed UNH in all aspects performed well as the starting
of the game as six players ended center for the 'Cats.
Kelly Butterfield and Kathy
in double figures.
New Hampshire's freshman Shorey fnished with 9 points
Beth Curran was a pleasant apiece while freshman guard
surprise at forward as she led Melissa Pfefferle earned top
the 'Cats with 12 points. Cur- rebounding honors with 11 in
ran's excellent performante the game. Freshman Michelle
resulted from sheer hustle and ·Altobello ca.me off the bench
. hard work. Supplerr:ienting Cur- and added a few key baskets in
ran were Melissa Pfefferle and the final stretch for the 'Cats.
New Hampshire's senior capTerri Mulliken with 10 points
tain Kelly Butterfield earned
apiece.
UNH improved on some honors as she was named to the
things in Sunday's consolation All tourney team. For the two
· game with Delaware. The 'Cats games, Butterfield ended with
came out strong in the first half 16 total points while grabbing
The women's basketbaU team lost to Penn State and Delaware at the Providence Invitational held and held a slight lead in the 19 rebounds.. .
Saturday UNH will host
opening minutes of the game.
over the weekend.(Robin Stieff file photo)
Things went downhill for UNH nationally-ranked Cheyney State
when Delaware scored three in a 4 pm contest. Cheyney St.
quick hoops to break an 11-11 made it to the Final Four last
tie and take the lead for good. season. After that game the
The 'Cats fought back to within 'Cats next home game won't be
By Chris Heisenberg
fall as a Pre-Med major, but had the game of hockey, and always one with five minutes in the until January 13 against Siena:
difficulty
finding a centralized will, but I've de.cided pro hockey
Lost in the ..confusion of last
week was the fact that de- program of classes he needed isn't in my future."
· Members of the hockey team
fenseman Gary Lue Pann decided to take. While the team was in
to leave schooi rn order to attend North Dakota November 16 were supportive of his decision,
medical school in Toronto, Ont. and 17, Lue Pann met with Lue Pann said. "The guys on the
Lue Pano, a freshman from people from the University of team have been very good,
Toronto, told head coach Charlie Toronto. They told him that he- esp~cially senio~s like ~.B_ruce) ,
- . • ·
Holt of his decision after the could stay at UNH the s·e cond G1ll1es and (David) Lee.
Lue Pann plans to attend the
December 1 Providence College semester, but would need to take
urday in Orono.
game.
· five classes, or take three classes University of Toronto for two By Dan Landrigan
The UNH men's winter track
Despite losing by a devastatyears, and then go to the Can'Tm just disappointed that at a Prep. School.
"There's no way I could do adian Memorial Chiropractor team suffered a resounding ing 99 to 3 7, Coach Jim Bouit didn't work out," Lue Pann
said. "This was the hardest five courses next semester," Lue -College. Eventually he would defeat at the hands, or rather langer said, "We had some good
decision I've ever had to make, Pann said. "People see the game, like to move into a sports injury feet, of a strong University ot performances, we just didn't
Maine at Orono team last Sat- have the horses to compete."
but they don't know the prep- ,clinic, after his training.
it wasn't easy by any means."
Among the UNH runners
Lue Pann came to UNH this aration that goes into it. I love
turning in strong performances
was senior Andy Johnsen who
picked up one of only three
UNH first place showings with
a 51 second time in the 440
meter race.
Also finishing first were
By Bob Arsenault
ot the victorious mile r~'.lay team. registered another second for Kerins who took third in the
The UNH women's track
Elsewhere on the tra:ck,._senior UNH with a time of 7.9s in the 600 yard in 1:34.3, just behind Brian Gori with a time of 7 .8
team lost to Maine on Saturday Sally Perkins took second in the - 60 yard dash. Kane also scored UNH's Aleshia Davis whose seconds in the high hurdles and
by the score of 86-46 at Maine.
mile with a time of 5:07.6, eight in the high jump clearing 4'10" time of 1:30.5 was good for Jeremy King, who turned in a
"We didn't have everyone seconds faster than her previous for third place. Junior distance second place. Junior Lyn Burke notable time of nine minutes
with us on Saturday," said UNH best. This was Perkins first mile runner Maureen Connors was and sophomore Lisa Klein also and 14 seconds in the two mile
coach Nancy Krueger, "injuries after a two year layoff from . second in the two mile with a took third in the 60 yard dash race.
Junior Kevin Cuff also turned
time of 11 :28.6.
and the 1000 yarC: run.
and schoolwork kept some peo- competitive running.
in
a strong performance with
Among
those
people
who
The women's record for the
ple home. Wendy DeCroteau,
Sophomore Rochelle Booour top weightthrower, was throyd improved six inches took third places for UNH were season is now 1-1. They will be a second place finish in the 1000
unable to make the trip and from last week with a leap of Julie Weekes in the hurdles with off until January fourth when _yard run and a third place finish
in the mile run. The one mile
Maine swept the shotput. Jan 16'5 ½" and Anne Marie Kane a time of 9.3s and Jeanne Marie they travel to Dartmouth.
race was very close with only
Procaccini only ran one event
a half a second separating the
due to a hamstring injury and ,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
top three finishers.
Michelle Cochran, a sprinter,
Boulanger also said he was
(continued from page 28)
did not compete."
pleased
with the performance
the
goal
scoring
department
The women were led by three only four: shots on goalie Greg ture, Allister Brown nas moved
of Dennis Dobe who took a third
double winners. Kaki Seibert Rota, who again was superb in back to defense, and performed lead.
The Wildcats are now offi- place in the 880 yard run. Dobe's
won the 880 yard run in 2: 18.9 the nets turning aside 26 shots well in the series. Sophomore
and also ran a leg of the winning Saturday, and 36 shots Friday.
defenseman Peter Wotton in- cially 2-13 in Hockey East and strong showing marks his return to prior form , after not
mile relay team which ran a
"Our defense was good to- jured his shoulder and sat out 3-16 overall.
running last season.
4:13.9.
night in the third period," Lee both games, giving freshman
Senior John Neff, who took
Jen Loiselle also ran a leg of said. "It takes time for things walk-on John Olevi'tZ a chance
third
place in the two mile run,
the winning mile relay and won to click, but now they are."
to play.
.
df
6
praised by the coach.
was
also
Sophomores
James
Rich(contmue
rom
page
2
)
the high jump with a leap of
CAT NOTES - Denver will
"Neff is capable of running a
5'2". Loiselle also turned in a take on UNH at Snively Thurs- mond and Peter Douris are on · counts."
The Wildcats (3-0) don't nine minute and 10 second two
strong effort in the hurdles with day and Friday this week. Be- top of the scoring charts with
cause of Bruce Gillies' injury 9-9-18 and 9-8-17 figures, re- return to action until January mile race," Boulanger said.
a second place finish in 9.3s.
The loss represents their
Diane Splillane was the last there will be no brother con- spectively. Muse is next with 11 when they travel to Pennsyl·of the double winners with a frontation. ·Bruce's brother 9-7-16 stats, despite missing vania to . take on ·two of the fourth loss in two meets. The
three games. Hanley a_lso has· nation's_Top Ten teams, host team will not run again until
26.0s first place finish in the Chris minds the Denver goal.
next year.
2?.0' yard run and also was part
Wi~h Gary Lu~_Pann's depar~ nine goals, th_i_s _~~ason to tie for Penn Stat~ and Cal-FuJlerton.

Lue Pann headed for Toronto

UNH men's track
t eam fa IIS t. 0 UMO

Maine overpowers women's track team

MEN'S HOCKE"\7i---------•
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Men-swimmers blast HolyCross, fall to UCONN
By Tom Lane
The UNH men's swim team
closed out the first semester
segment of their season with
a split of a tri-meet with the
University of Connecticut and
Holy Cross. The Wildcats defeated Holy Cross 5.7-28, but
couldn't quite keep pace with
UConn as they came up short
· by 5 points, 59-54.
Co-captain Bob Schuler, who
swam a seasonal best in the 50
yard freestyle (22.07), good for
1st place against both UConn
and Holy Cross, said that his
team "expected the meet to be
really close with Connecticut.
We knew that Holy Cross wasn't

times of 4:39.65 and 5:02.19.
In the 200 yard backstroke,
junior Steve Moreau touched
in at 2 :07.4 to collect five first
place points for UNH in each
meet. Moreau showed his flexibility in grabbing first against
HC and 2nd against UConn in
the 200 yard butterfly (2:04.63)
and first (vs HC) and 2nd (vs
UConn) with an Individual
Medley time of 2:08.45.
UConn' s butterfly man, Bowes,
took first in the 200 yard event
'(2:02.0), while their---200 yard
Individual Medley racer, Duncan
Sikes, won that contest with a
time of 2:04.66.

going tQ be in contention, but

UNH diver Tim Bryant had
we were really hoping to win
the whole meet. I felt we a successful outing with scores
could've beaten Connecticut. I of 245.7 and 237.05 in the one
don't think anyone's disappoint- and three-meter dives respectively. His one-meter score took
ed though; everybody did really
well. We swam our best, but they 1st place and his three-meter
did the same, so ... "
score 2nd against UConn. Holy
Schuler, Doug Gordon, Gino Cross had no divers compete.
Margarino, Steve Moreau, and The Connecticut diver, Dave
Tim Bryant led UNH with Dallarina, won the three-meter
particularly strong performan- (258.15) and took 2nd in the 1ces. In addition to his first place . meter, just four points behind
·
finish in the 50 freestyle, Schuler Bryant.
took 2nd place in the 100 yard
The Wildcats expect even
freestyle (49.13) against both
oppon~nts and combined with better showings .next semester.
Gordon, Margarino and Phil As co-captain Schuler explained, I The UNH men's swim team defeated Holy Cross, but lost to UConn in a tri-meet Friday.(Debby
Hugo for first place against "First semester's really tough, I Yale file photo)
.
UConn and HC in the 400 yard when a lot of people are trying
to get their classes going, and
freestyle relay (3: 18.65 ).
Freshman standout Doug we' re going to practice everyday
Gordon just beat out teammate and looking at that two-week
Schuler in the 100-yard freestyle vacation ahead of us. It's kind
Two major reasons tor this
was sophomore Ted Curley, who
(48.82), for first overall. Gordon of hard to get up for those By Steve Langevin
Triple winner Paul Schwern picked up six points for the optimisism is the fact that
also swam a 22. 70 in the 50 yard practices. After that, we come
freestyle, finishing 2nd against back on January 3 ready to swim helped the UNH wrestling team Wildcats with a win by technical defending New England heavyweight champion Neal ZonHoly Cross and 3rd against twice a day. We faced a lot of to a win over New York Uni.:. fall.
Other winners for UNH frelli has participated in only
UConn. UConn's Wesley Fa- tough teams in the first half and versity, and, along with Ken
unce took 2nd finishing between we've got all pretty good con- Iwama, prevented Harvard and included Schwern, Dave Beau- one match thus far, while Tim
ten.ders second semester, but WPI from blanking the 'Cats lieu, Paul Dinkelmeyer, Dave Weckwerth hasn't wrestled at
Schuler and Gordon in 22.53.
Gamer and John Flanagan. Eric all this season. Both will return
,
Gino Margarino had a strong we should fare pretty well."
Saturday.
In the-42-3 losi to Harvard, Lagerquist and. Chris Murtha - second semester; which shouldshowing in his overall first place
UNH will begin the-second- Schwem vras the lone UNH were awarded victories by for- greatly bolster the quality of this
finish in the 200 yard freestyle
team.
(1:49.15), and a clocking of half of their season on January victor, while in the 37-6 loss to feit.
The Wildcats will attempt to
Despite the 2-3 start UNH
12 at Dartmouth. Other meets WPI, he and Iwama posted the .
5:13.07 in the 500 yard freestyle,
head coach Jim Urquhart is still attain the .500 plateau Saturday
good for five points against the leading up to the New England only UNH victories.
In the 43-10 victory over optimistic about his team's when they travel to Connecticut
· Holy Cross swimmers, and one Trials and New England Champoint versus Connecticut. pionships in late February and NYU the Wildcats had more chances at the New Englands to tackle Hartford.
UConn's freestylers,'Mike Fedor early March will be against than enough firepower to romp in March.
and Bob Bowes, finished 1-2 . Bowdoin, Vermont, Boston Col- to the easy win.
Leading the victory march
lege, and UMass.
overall in the 500 freestyle with

Grapplers win one, lose two

Wildcat gymnasts
take UMass title
By Steve Langevin

UNH gymnast Peggy Donavan-during the--floor exercise last season. The gymnasts opened their
season by winning the UMass Invitational Friday.Qim Millard file ·p hoto)· ' ., t •·- ._ ~ c- • \ '
#

,_

Strong showings from senior
Diane Carlin and freshman
Michele Sawyer propelled the
UNH women's gymnastics
team to their sixth straight
University of Massachusetts
Invitational title Friday night
in its season opener.
UNH finished with a score
of 171.05, followed -by Northeastern with 164.90, UMass
with. 163.95 and the University
of Connecticut with 160.
"Our goal was to break 170,"
said UNH heaci coach Gail
Goodspeed, "so we did okay."
Last season the 'Cats posted
a 20-2 record and captured the
ECAC tirle, despite numerous
injuries. They finished fourth
at the regionals, when injuries
kept three of their top allarounds from the lineup. This
season looks to be as good, if
not better for UNH, if they can
stay relatively healthy.
Carlin won the vault with a
9.0 and took second in both the
uneven bars and the balance
beam, on her way_to ·the -allaround title with a'store of ·3j.0. ~

Last season she won the allaround five times and is one of
UNH's most consistent performers.
Meanwhile Sawyer captured
the floor exercise with an 8.85
and finished third in the beam
to garner third place in the allaround with 34.10 points.
UMass' Lisa Griffin, who
placed second in the floor exercise and the vault and first in
the balance beam, edged out
Sawyer for second in the allaround with a score of 34.35.
One very encouraging sign
came from the performance of
laura Cavanaugh. Cavanaugh,
who missed most of last season
with a knee injury, won the
uneven bars event and placed
third in the vault.
The other UNH gymnast that
placec was Toby Kapp, whose
score of 8. 7 was good enough
for third in the uneven bars.
"It was a good way to start
the season, with a win," said
Goodspeed "We will improve
by January when it really
..
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Rota taking full advantage of his opportunity
By Pete Webster
One bright spot for ,the University of New Hampshire
. hockey team thus far has been
the play of goaltender Greg
Rota. A junior from Randolph,
Mass., Rota replaced All-East
goalie Bruce Gillies against
Minnesota-Duluth. Gillies went
down with torn cartilage in his
left k~ee. Rota has been superb
ever smce.
After finishing with 20 saves
· in 27 minutes against UMD,
Rota came back the next night
and turned away 34 shots. He
kept the Wildcats in the game,
making countless critical saves.
But, the offcn;:;c .:,_pullClCU auu

UMD skated to a 2-1 overtime
win.

Goalie Greg Rota has been solid in the nets for the Wildcats since taking over for an injured
Bruce Gillies.(Frank Consentino photo)

Siena defeats men's b-ball
By Chris Urick
In basketball games, the little
fundamentals can sometimes
play a major role in determining
who wins and who loses. Layups,
dFibbling, and free throws, some
of the most basic parts of the
game, can sometimes turn victory into defeat. For the UNH
men's basketball team on Saturday afternoon it was a combination of all of these, as they
dropped their Saturday matinee,
73-66 to Siena.
"We missed ten layups, and
were four for eleven from the
free throw line, which is unfortunate. If you add up the mistakes and missed layups, this
could have been a win," commented UNH head coach Gerry
Friel, who looked on with anguish, as mistakes possibly cost
his team their first win of the
season.
Siena came out flying to open
the game, playing nearly perfect
basketball. UNH on the other
hand came out flat and disorganized. "We had too many
mistakes early while Siena
played well early, and that got
us in a hole," adds Friel.
Siena bolted out to an early
20-8 lead, as their hard work
and offensive rebounding payed
dividends. Matt Brady and Art
Tooles led the way for the
Indians, each knocking eight
points in the stretch. UNH then
organized themselves and cut
it to eight on baskets by Rodney
Johnson and Keith Hinderlie,
but Siena continued to pressure
and scored the next five points
stretching their lead to thirteen
at 25-12.
The two teams played evenly
for the final eight minutes of
. the half, each scoring seventeen
· and the score stood at 42-29 at
the half. Dirk Koopman led the
\Xi Jdcats with seven p oi nts,
\\hile Andy Johnston and Ted

DiGrande had four each. Brady Best, who was injured Wednesled the Indians with ten points, day in practice, missed the
while Tooles, Dave Carlisle and Rhode Island game and was used
Doug Poetzsch had eight apiece. only sparingly in the first half
UNH came out in the second Saturday.
half and seemed to take com"When we get healthy, say
mand of the game·. A Steele in February, I think we are goin_g
jumper and a Koopman layup to be a good basketball team,
cut it to 42-33, affer a Banks free we just need that one win to turn
throw.Johnston nailed a jumper thing's positively for us," comand cut it to eight, forcing Siena mented an optimistic Gerry
into a timeout to regroup, at 43- Friel.
35.
UNH plays next on the road
Tooles nailed a jumper to put at Fairfield Saturday and then
it back to ten, but UNH again will play in the Connecticut responded. Greg Steele nailed Classic with UConn, William
a six-footer, and layed in an and Mary, and Iona.
offensive rebound, and all of a
sudden UNH had it down to six
at 45-39.
UNH had an opportunity to _
bring it to four, but Koopman
was unable to convert a layup,
and from there Siena retook
control, eventually running it
to eleven on two Poetzsch free
throws, with 11 :49 to play.
UNH battled back though,
and with the precision jumpers of Steele and some good, tight
defense, brought the game back
to six at 58-52 with a little over
five minutes to go. Once again
UNH could not cut it to four,
and once again they were their
own worst enemy as Hinderlie
and DiGrande both missed
crucial layups. "We need a few
breaks to get things going our
way," commented Coach Friel.
Siena continued to play well,
and with good defensive rebounding, were able to get some
~free throws, and eventually had
the lead back ·to ten at 64-54.
UNH continued to fight back
on the shooting of Steele and
Ty Bridge, but could only get
as close as six, and Siena held
o n for the hard fought 73-66
victory.
UNH p layed m9 st of the
game w ithout t h e serv ices of
leading scorer, freshman James

Three days later, Rota was
again put to the test against
nationally ranked Boston University. Once again the offense
was held in check and Rota was
called on tQ keep the 'Cats alive.
And he did, making 29 saves
to stifle the high-scoring Terriers. Rota and his teammates
survived an intense BU onslaught late in the third period,
including a BU power play.
For the second game in a row,
the Wildcats came out on the
wrong end of an overtime
decision. BU scored 13 seconds
into the extra period to send
UNH back to Durham with
their seventh loss in a row.
"He has done what a backup is supposed to do," said
senior tri-captain Scott Ellison.
"He came in and he's doing the
job."
Rota gained the confidence
of his teammates and it carried
over into the Providence game.
Rota held the Friars to three
goals, with the last one coming
with under three minutes to play
in the game.
Greg turned back 3 3 Friar .
shots. In his last four appear-

ances, his goals against average
is a sparkling 2.85. He claims
he took an earlier 11-0 loss to
North Dakota in a positive
manner.
"It helped me mentally," said
Rota, "because I don't worry
about getting blown out anymore. Before, I worried about
'the blowout' but now I just go
out there and do the job."
·
As serious and mentally demanding goaltending can be in
Division I college hockey, Greg
has been known for his humor
and practical jokes. His greatest
claim is that "Rod Langway (of
the Washington Capitals) is
Iiu1u u1y hu111ecown."

"Greg is a happy go--lucky and
care-free young man," says head
coach Charlie Holt. "He tends
to be a joker sometimes. Greg
has coped with his situation and
tried to make it better by being
a joker. Now, he has little time
to funny. I think he has his
priorities squared away."
It seems that Coach Holt now
has his goalie situation squared
away. With Gillies coming back
from his injury soon, Holt now
has two proven goaltenders that
he can count on.
"I feel well about how I'm
playing," said Rota. "But, we' re
(the team) still not on track. It
was tough losing, but now that
I'm playing, the reality of losing
. really sinks 'in deep."
Playing behind team MVP's
Todd Pearson and Gillies since
coming to UNH, Rota has been
patiently waiting his turn. Rota
has little time for jokes now.
It's his turn, and he's taking
advantage of his opportunity.

Pete Webster, a senior from
Gilford, N.H., is an intern in
the UNH Sports Information
Office. He is a Sports Communications major.

---WOMEN'S HOCKEY-<condnued from page 28)
freshmen. And goalie Cathy
N arsiff in her first season as
starting goalie, holds a 0. 72
goals against average, allowing
only thrtt~~~ i~n-~ . g~~6i"-f.t,~

UNH ( 4·_0) is now off until
January 12 and 13, when the
Cats make a road trip to upstate
New York to take op Cornell

.:.lJ f ~ 1
y_b \; "i :;;;{ :, C _t 1 • • '.JL
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73-66.(Karen Hannett,ll~Q~).,~
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Sports
Men' s hock ey br~ak s loose , swee ps Tech
By Chris Heisenberg
With the turmoil of last week
finally behind them, the UNH
hockey te_a m finally got down
to business.
"All the bad stuff is finally
behind us," senior Dan Muse
said after UNH beat Michigan
Tech 8-2 and 5-3 over the
weekend. Tech is third in the
WCHA standings.
"It's a clean start." David Lee
a<ldecl "Now wp'rp 8f'ttin8 ::i fpw

· wins under our belt."
"From this point on I think
we 'can win three-fourths of our
games," Muse said. "We've had
five straight games where we've
played well, and I think this will
continue."
Muse led the potent UNH
attack in the first game with his
first career hat-trick, and added
two assists. Linemate Peter
Douris added two goals and an
assist in the cause.
UNH peppered the Huskies
goalie Tiger Pierce for 42 shots,
most from in close. UNH led
by a comfortable margin of 41 after two periods, but after .
Brian Hannon scored early into
the third for Michigan Tech, the
Wildcats buried them with four _
goals.
The good passing that the ·
Wildcats had been exhibiting
paid off on the powerplays, with
UNH converting on three chances in a rough game.
"Our powerplay is finally
starting to click," Muse said.
"Last year we (Douris and James
Richmond) played together, and
we have a very good chemistry
together."
While Friday nights game
proved to UNH that they could
win, Saturday qights game
showed them that they could
also win the close ones, since
UNH had a 0-8 record in one
goal games, excluding empty
net goals.

,i-:-•

-.../~

UNH defenseman Brian Byrnes(2) takes out a Michigan Tech player over the weekend, as teammates Peter Douris(7) and
Dwayne Robin§gµ(4) look on.(Frank Consentino photo)
"ft feels good to finally get ·_g.oals on fast--passing plays
it off our minds that we can play which .found the Wildcats
well in the third period of close parked in front of the Huskies'
games," Lee said. "The puck net. The recipient of two of
bounced our way tonight, final- these plays was freshman Tim
Hanley who got his eight and .
ly."
An example of the plays that ninth goals of the season, for ·
UNH made in the final minute_ a 3-3 tie after two periods.
The winning goal came on a
was Scott Ellison lifting· HanNortheastern once this season,
non's stick on a point blank Ralph Robinson finish of a give By J. Mellow
A hat trick from UNH fresh- winning 2-1 in overtime. Northcentering pass. The puck andgowithBrianBy rnesat::17
man Cheryl Allwood and two eastern tied Providence 1-1
bounced harmlessly out of the of the third period.
What followed was a tight goals from junior Bridget after an overtime in a game
zone, and Ellison deposited it
in the empty net for his second UNH defense which allowed Stearns helped the women's ice played Saturday night, but the
hockey team close out their pre- Cats wo'n't meet Providence
goal of the game.
Chris t~as season Sunday with head on until a two-game series
The 'Cats got three of their MEN'S HOCKEY, page 25 .
an 8-1 win over Princeton January 19 and 20 here in
Durham.
University.
McCurdy is "very happy" with
Princeton, coming -into the
game off a hard fought 2-1 win the· present UNH ranking but
over Colby College Saturday and hesitates, understandably, to be
a 6-0 loss to Providence last too confident.
"I have a lot to think about
week, gave UNH the best game
they had in them. And for the with this team without worrying
about the other teams",'' said
first period, it was a good fight.
Although UNH's Allwood McCurdy.
"We beat Northeastern, Noropened the scoring 8:05 into the
first period, Princeton was able theastern tied Providence--we
to answer back just 47 seconds can play with these teams."
But there is still a lot to work
later and hold the Wildcats to
a 1-1 tie through the end of the on.
For example, UNH's powerperiod.
But with the second and third play record stands at 0-7: that's
periods came two, four-goal zero goals scored in seven manscoring streaks from a still- up opportunities.
"That's where experience
charged UNH team, upon a
shows the most," said McCurdy,
slowly tiring Princeton squad.
"First period they were right · alluding to these "special situaon us," said UNH Coach Russ tions:" man up, one or two men
McCurdy after the game. "We down, etc.
McCurdy says that he is deshould have been behind, obveloping this team with a view
, ¥-iously."
In the second period when towards March and the·
UNH " regrouped," Princeton playoffs," and though the states
simply couldn't keep up. In the may not show it, UNH has
end, UNH outshot the Tigers improved.
27-14.
Indeed, for a team of twelve
UNH's record now extends freshmen and six veterans, ·
to the 4-0 mark, and the Wild- UNH has come up a long way
cats are presently ranked in first since their first practice.
, place, ECAC champions ProvThough the top three point
idence College is ranked second scorers at present a-re all vetebehind the Cats and Northeast- rans, the succeeding three are
ern third.
Sue
netminder
·Princeton
of
glove
the
by
stopped
is
shot
Apollo's
Lauren
forward
Wildcat
UNH has played and defeated WOMEN'S HOCKEY, page 27
photo)
Stieff
rebound.(Robin
for~
looks
Barnhill(8)
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